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DO HONOR TO

FOR ALL THE TERRITORIES

Which Lincoln Was Born.
Vice Pres. Stevenson

Makes Address.

BIG SUIT AGAINST

THE TEXAS AND PACIFIC
Paris, Texas, June 16. The attorney for Charles 13. Browne of New
York, filed In the United States cir
cuit court here a petition In bis suit
'
here, in which the Texas & Pacific
railway is made defendant, asking the
court to order a Bale of that portion
of the road from Jefferson to Paris
and from Texarkana to Texarkana
Junction, to satlfy a Judgment obtain'
ed in the southern district of New
York, March 26, 1906, against the
1
Mississippi,
Paso & Eastern rail
way, amounting to J5,357,303.
The petition alleges the granting of
a charter by the legislature of Texas
to the Mississippi, El Paso & Eastern
railway, February, 1856, to build a
road from Texarkana, and that on
February 14, 1867, 2,400 bonds, each
for the sum of $1,000 were issued, to
secure payment for which a deed of
trust on all the roads then built or
afterward to be constructed by the
company, was given. Later those portions of the Mississippi, El Paso &
Eastern, described in the petition,
were absorbed by and became a part
of the Texas & Pacific system. Hence
the pleading against the latter road as
defendant.

St Louis

Wool Market.
St. Louis, Ma., Juno J6. Wool mar-

ket steady and unchanged.

JUDGE ABBOTT
MAKING
COURT

RUSHING

IS

St. Petersburg,

June 16. The gravity of the situation grows hourly. The
bourses of St. Petersburg and Moscow
are in a panicky condition and the
social, democratic and social revolutionists, considering the parliament to
be a negllgable quantity are pushing
their campaign for an armed uprising
with increased vigor. Demonstrations
are dally occuring In the streets of
Moscow in favor of a general strike.
Agitation among workmen here has
reached the boiling point and patrols
are again in heavy force In the industrial quarters. In the country, rural
guards are throwing In their lot with
peasants, refusing to protect the landlords. The progress of revolutionary
propaganda in the army is seriously
alarming the government, and to add
to the popular excitement comes the
massacre of the Jews at Bialystok.
OF THE
JEWISH MASSACRE
Washington, D. C, June 16. The
latest messages received here from
Bialystok say that the sacking of Jewish houses and shops, accompanied
by conflicts in the streets between
mobs and troops, continued until late
last night. Many Jewish Poles and
Russians, civilians and soldiers, were
killed or wounded. The suburb of
was totally burned and eight
streets in Bialystok were completely
sacked. A mob devasted the Jewish
shops in the town of Tchnernywiez,
the first station out of Bialystok on
the line to Grodno. In Warsaw two
police sergeants were shot and killed
and another policeman was wounded
by the terrorists, and the policeman
who pursued the assassins was shot
and killed by a passing woman.

Spreading to Other Towns.
Odessa, June 16. The Jews at
Kishineff are in a state of panic In
view of the reports that a Jewish
massacre is threatened. They hastily
closed and barricaded all their houses
and stores at noon today, and the
town is now ipatrollod by cavalry.
excesses are also feared
at otiher places in southern Russia.
Anti-Jewis-

ATTEMPT TO RUIN
GIRL'S BEAUTY

HAY
THINGS,

UNKNOWN
FEMALE FIEND
THROWS CARBOLIC ACID ON
PRETTY PEARL COSS,

TO AN

MAKE
DEPLETED
COURT
FUND
GO AS
FAR
AS POSSIBLE.

were present

fort for the New Capitol
Building.
.
Louisville, Ky., June 16. The homecoming exercises
today centered
around the log cabin In which Abraham Lincoln was born and which
during the week had been standing
iu Central park. And address was
made by Adlal E. Stevenson,
e
president of the United States, and
also by Henry Watterson. Stevenson
made the oration of the day, and after
alluding to the hospitality shown during the week dwelt upon the career of
Lincoln, holding up his character and
career as the model to all Americans
for all time.
ex-vic-
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Bo-Ja- ry

Devil's Work Continues.
St. Petersburg, June 16. M. Vina
ver, constitutional democrat member
of the lower house, received the fol
lowing dispatch from Bialystok, dated
this morning:
"Rioting proceeded throughout the
day (yesterday) with unabated fury
and still continues with no sign of
cessation,
it is impossible to send
particulars of the horrors."

OF ALAMOGORDO.

Information received In this city
Special to The Evening Citizen.
tins morning tells of a dastardly attempt of some unknown female fiend
Gallup, N. M., June 16.
Judge Abbott Is wasting no time
io ruin ttie eyes ami
features of
pertty Miss Pearl Uoss, of Alamo-gordgetting through with the present
special term of McKiuley counThursday nigv.t, by thiowing
ty court. The court fund has no
carbolic acid in her face while she
lay asleep on a icd near an open
more than enough money to finwindow in the house of John Schultz.
ish the business on hand, and It
is quite evident that Judge Abwhere she was a guest for the night.
bott intends making it go as far
A screen in the window, and the
as possible.
fact that at the time the fiery fluid
The grand jury made its final
was thrown
with
um
report yesterday, but returned
her arms over bir lace, is all that
no further Indictments.
saved Miss Goss from being horribly
Ti.ie petit jury was empaneled
scarred and her eyesight destroyed.
night
last
the trial of Valdez
As it Is, her face and haiiiUi are horand Baca, the natives charged
ribly seared from the burning fluid.
with the murder of a brother
The acid thrower crept up to the
workman at the (Jibson mine,
oren window and threw the liquid
and the actual trial of the case
through the screen while Miss Goss
was begun this morning.
lay asleep.
Tracks were discovered
George Hansom pleaded guilty
by the oilicers the next morning, leadInto committing assault with
ing from the fence ro the window and
tuit to kill, and was sentenced to
back to the ft nee again, ana the
three years iij the enitentiary,
tracks were those of a woman, the
the sentence being forthwith susprints of a woman's shoe being very
pended by the court 'pending
plain.
gxxxl behavior.
Miss Goss is a highly connected,
A change of venue was grantwell respected young lady, considered in the case of the territory
ed very handsome, and is n t known
vs. Gregory Page, charged with
to nave an enemy in tlu world, esmurder, and the case will ntest
pecially of t ho female gender. The
likely lie tried at the next term
attempt on her beauty lias occasionof tiie Bernalillo district court,
ed liiiicn
wonderment and Indignawhich meets in September.
tion In tnat place.
E. W. Ifcwison is representSo far, all attempts of the officers
ing the defendant in the case.
to discover the identity of the
4 f
female acid thrower have met
wiih failure, and as there has been
New York Money Market.
absolutely no motive advanced for the
New York, June 16. Money on call, commitment of such a crime, the ofupon
nominal; no loans; prime mercantile ficers are at a loss to
which to work.
paper, hilars per cent
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Because or the Rough Riders.
Other News From the
'
Capital City.

MODEL FOR ALL AMERICANS Special to Evening Citizen.
Washington, D. C, June 16. The
president signed the statehood bill at
Corner Stone Laid in Frank- 3:05 o'clock this afternoon. There

FEARFULNESS

News Not to be Had.
St. Petersburg, June 16". Direct tel
egrams from Bialystok to the newspa
pers here today contain no fresh in
formation. No doubt the censor con
trols the telegraph. Dispatches sent
by the Associated Press remain un
answered. The Bourse Gazette prints
a dispatch from Grodno declaring that
the government of that city has ex
pressed himself to the effect that
there Is no hope of stopping the butch
ery of the Jews at Bialystok for two
or three days.

His Best

LOG CABIN IN

OF JEWS AND THE

Texas & Pacific Railway Sued Destruction of Their Property
Is Spreading Through
For Nearly Five and a
South Russia.
Half Millions.
Washington, D. C, June 16. President Roosevelt has added another
chapter to the literature of the meat
inspection controversy. It was not
through any desire of his that the
correspondence between himself and
Representative Wadsworth, chairman
of the committee' on agriculture, was
published.
Inasmuch, however, as
'WJadsworth deemed It desirable that
the letters should be published, gave
them to the public, the president regards It proper to complete the correspondence thus far exchanged by
the publication of his reply to the
Wadsworth letter.
In his letter the president, while admitting his error in stating that the
house substitute contained no provision for making Inspection of the packing houses at all hours of the day or
night, says that the substitute still is
inadequate to meet the requirements
of the situation.
The president says
that after the conference with Representative Adams of Wisconsin, a
member of the agriculture committee,
he is convinced that Adams will accept the suggestions made regarding
the bill. He says that Adams, in each
case, "stated that he personally would
proposed."
accept the alterations
These changes include the elimination
of the court of review proposition, and
In the
a dozen other alterations.
opinion of the president the suggested
changes would make the house committee substitute, "as good as the
Beveridge amendment." The president
adds that he Is not concerned about
the language of the amendment but
with the accomplishment of the object
in view, "by a thorough and rigid and
not a sham inspection."

Said He Had Done

ALL ABOUT THE ARMY AND

WITNESS STAND

OUR GROWING NAVY
Corbin and Aide Get Mileage With Taft
PartyMiddies Start on Summer Cruise.
Wonder, at Circus .Organization.
Washington, 1). C, June 16. Lieutenant General H. C. Corbin and his
aide, Lieut. Col. J. A. Moss, w:il receive mileage for their travel with the
Taft party, under a ruling of the war
department that the presence of a
band on the transport in which those
officers were quartered on the trip
does not constitute travel with troops.
When an army officer travels with
troops he is not entitled to the usual
mileage, and this is quite an item,
especially on a trip where he Is under
some expense in the way of entertainment. The claim for mileage In the
case of General Corbin and his aid
was based on the fact that the band
which accompanied the party and en
livened the trip did not have the qual
lty of troops. The decision is of In- -;
terest to officers generally.

which left nothing unaccounted for.
There were more than a thousand employes and about four hundred horses,
to say nothing of the other animals.
everything was transported without
friction or delay, so far as the circus
people were coucerned, although difficulties were constantly coming up by
reason of the failure of railroad facilities. The military observers were
impressed with the systematic work,
which would probably not be possible
in
for the reason that men
must be constantly changed, and the
officer who has charge of transportation today may be detailed to barrack
Instruction next year. This uncertainty is more prevalent now that
most of the staff departments
are
made up of temporary personnel by
'he detail of line officers to four year
periods of staff duty. It was stated
;
that if the experience with the circus
NAVAL CADETS WILL
furnished any Illustration it was to
NOT RETURN TILL FALL, be entirely on the permanent
s,
Md., June 16. The fleet, nel and the encouragement of special-assigueby the navy department to tlsts.
take the midshipmen of the Naval
academy on their summer cruise, NO SUBSTITUTE YET
IS FOUND FOR COAL.
started from here today and will not
Washington, 1. C, June 16. The
return until the latter part of August,
after having cruised along the North ."
UB",CC,B
7U". re interested
Atlantic coast. The midshipmen of
BU"f,luule I0r coal
,
h
h.
the senior class, who will compose the
"
"u C"-Cla- first section to be graduated from the tion of satisfactory results from the
Naval academy in February next, were
Leen
rran8T?t.." hX
not permitted to take part In that made for
Wyoming
cruise, but will remain in the acad with an apparatus for burning oil
emy to take a special courso to pre- - nstead of coa , and experiments will
pare them for their early graduation
luuuuneu uy a Kuaru soon to ue
In'.-fleet consists
of the Cleve- - designated by Secretary Bonaparte, in
land. Commander Edward F. Qualt-- ! on effort to ascertain whether oil is a
rough; Denver, Commander John C. trustworthy and economical fuel for
Coldwell; Ies Moines. Commander snips of war. It has been used to
William F. Halsey; Arkansas, Com some extent in the smaller lioats, esmander Robert H. Gait; Florida, Com- pecially in the torpedo craft, which
mander Charles W. llartlett, and Ne- ply in homo waters where there is
vada, Commander Alfred Reynolds. access to supplies of oil, but It is
The cruiser Newark, and several tor feared that there would be embarrasspedo boat destroyers will also take ment for the larger tdilpg which cruise
afar and which visit foreign ports
part In the cruise.
,,k"ly 10
. ?
REMARKABLE EXAMPLE
OF THOROUGH ORGANIZATION.
I no present
cnaHo coal.
Washington, I). C, June 16. The siiMn., fr,.,,, 4h
,.t .i .. .".?.... ..
" J
J
army officers who accompanied the would nrohal.lv be romnvp-tuarnum i liaiiey circus ror the pur such ,n,nlnvn nt f it
pose of obtaining hints regarding thet
increase the market price. The
transportation and subsistence of a principal objection to its use on shiphuge organization constantly on the board, however, comes from the naval
move have returned
to Washington general board in a report which points
filled with admiration at the perfection out the difficulty an danger in carry- 01
system to wnicii circus manaire- - ni? oil nrwi th. f:.- ih:.t
.l...... ment has been reduced. It was the tanks where the coal bunkers
now
very Rdence of administration, and are, would rem ve one of tho means
the officers fouiul that each hour's du- - of protecting the vitals or the ship1
ties were done with the precision from attack.
the-arm-

person-Annapoli-
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Testified When He First Be
came Aware That He
Was Elijah,
THE

PROMISED

Many

Prominent

RESTORER
Experts on In

sanity Attended the Session
of the Court.

Chlcugo, June 16. Dowle was In the
witness stand today before Judge
Landis in the United States district
court, iu the Zion City controversy,
tia was asked during the cross exam
ination: "Are you Elijah, the restor
er?"
'T have always been."
When did you first become con
sclous of the fact?" ,
"It grew gradually. The first time
Spelter.
It came to my attention was In Mel
St. Louis, Mo., June
bourne or Sydney, Australia, while at 10.15.
the head of a Bible society. Ono night
I was asked to preach a sermon.
went to supper and ordered two meals,
which I forgot to eat. I had been
thinking over my subject and could
not get beyond Elijah. I was thinking
of his remarkable career, and my sup
per got cold. One of my deacons told
me i bad a message from God.
laughed and said: "You go away and
let me alone.' He Kali. '1 want to tell
you, you are Elijah.'
He said that
three times and walked away.
I
wag nlllch distressed, for he could not
have known I had been thinking of
Elijah for an hour. After tho sermon
OIle of the members told mo I was
Klljah. For years, I would not think
of th0 Rbje,t, but in after years I
nad to come to it. They were right,
Tne flrst open revelation was that

--

Spelter,

FOR VICE

PRESIDENT FAIRBANKS
Washington, D. C, June 16. Acting
president pro tem Kean today signed
the statehood bill. His signature was
just below that of R nPnlfPr Pannnn
and it was announced that the meas
ure wouia at once be forwarded to
the White House.
IN THE HOUSE.
Washington, D. C, June 16. The
sundry civil bill passed the house after amendment of Sullivan, Massachusetts, compelling the Panama canal
commission to purchase material la
the cheapest markets, had been defeated. .

The house agreed to the conference
report on diplomatic and consular appropriation bill without debate. The
bill now goes to the president for approval.
CONDITION

OF REPRESENTATIVE
LESTER IS VERY CRITICAL
Washington, D. C, June 16. The
condition this morning of Representative Rufus Lester of Georgia, who
last night fell through a skylight in
the apartment house where he was
stopping during the session of congress, is very critical. He lapsed into
unconsciousness and the chances are
very much aglnBt his recovery.

i.ead and Copper,

New York, June 16.

Uad and

per, steady and unchanged.

cop-

IN COURTS OF TURIN

Countess Released From Prison on Ticket
of Leave Japanese Transport Sunk.
Syndicate to Build Music Hall.

nlirht "

A number of alienists were In at
tendanco at the court while Dowle
was on the stand.

ST. LOUIS GOLF PLAYERS
CONTESTING FOR CUP.
St. Louis, Mo., June 16. The chain
pionship contests of the St. Louis
Golf association opened today on tho
links ot the Country club, llert Mc
Kinnie is the present holder of the
Republic cup and will defend It and

trophy again this year it will become
l "aii;t,t property, us he has won
Uv"''' '''tore tills. Six other prizes
will In- contested for.
-

WILD RUMORS NOW PREVAIL IN ST. PETERSBURG
St. Petersburg, June lfi. (4:10 p.
are cirin.) liicontlruied rumors

cular d

that

outbreaks
antl
It is
Vllna.
also reported ibat a
('Mholic priest was torn to pieces at
l ialys'oli,
but this is officiallydehave occurred

anti-Jewis-

at

ISrest-Lltovs-

.

g

16.- -

KEAN SIGNED

Ira

REMARKABLE MURDER CASE

nied.
SALT LAKE TRIBUNE
BROOM MAKERS HOLDING
Continues All Day.
CONVENTION IN CHICAGO
,GES UP IN SMOKE.
Salt Lake. I tali, June 16. The up-.., ,
fi,i-.01- 1
Merlin, June 16. A dispatch
from
16. A specially
'
"
per floors of the building occupied by
,
Uialystol;, dated at t: ID o'clock this
-.
Ma,ht
C.?"
?,M''('tlnK
1
Ufl
the Tribune, the Hdest morning paper
says:
.
sullen afternoon,
in the stau', were gutted by fire at
JMiiudcriug
and murdering
htates
Canada
oiiened
and
here
todav
in tally hour this morning. The ed- Tor the consideration of important
The garrison here ami from
itorial and mechanical detriments of business. One of the most
several neinh Loling places Is In
ihe paper, besides a valuable library, matters to be considered Is Important
of 'he city, which is on fire.
prothe
The loss will reacu posed raising
wuv
Fur' her fires are continually i.reak-In- '
price
of
the
of
brooms.
llll.OIIO.
out. The situation Is frightful. A
High insurance rates on broom corn
few .lews, through iilgh payments of
I
and
high
an.
too
factories
freight
American Tennis Players Lose.
money have been ullowed to escape.
rates are also to be discussed.
London,
June 16. The
limed
States weiv beaten to.Uy in doubles PRESIDENT CASTRO WILLING
Help for the Destitute.
in H- i- international
contest f i the
TO BE PRESIDENT AGAIN.
Grodno, Russia, June 16. According
1)
Washington.
i
lost
all chance
I'.. June 16. Prs. to a menage received here late today
l'avi.s
nti. and thus
will resume t.he
of receiving tii trophy In r.'iiti, the i.lent Castro
the firing continues at Bialystok. The
tingles
dency of Venezuela on July 5, accord- - governor 't tiioiino ana a local ranui
two
Uritsh hol.leis
ing
to a dispatch received today at left here this afternoon for Bialystok
They have now taken
yesterday.
j
,the state department.
...ree out of four inaKclies.
with proyblotis for the destitute.
presi-havin-

CORNERSTONE LAID FOR
KENTUCKY'S CAPITOL
Frankfort, Kyy June 16. The corner-stone
ot Kentucky's new capitol
building was laid here at noon today
in the presence of an enormous crowd
of visitors. Several thousand former
Kentuckians, who had come to Louisville for Home Coming week, availed
themselves of the opportunity to be
present at the corner stone laying t
the state capital and the excursion
trains, which ran between Louisville
and, Frankfort this morning,
were
crowded.
The ceremony at the new capitol began at 12 o'clock sharp. Governor
Beckham laid the corner stone, assisted by the members of the capitol
commission. Among those in attendance at the exercises were former
Governors Simon Bolivar Buckner,
Proctor Knott, Preston H. Leslie,
James B. McCreary and William O.
Bradley. All of them took a prominent part in the ceremonies and delivered brief addresses. The principal
address was deliverod by Governor
Beckham. Music and tho singing of
patriotic songs took up the rest of
the program. Nearly all the visitors
who had come from Louisville, returned to Louisville by the 3 o'clock
train, which will take them back to
Louisville nt about 6 o'clock, just in
time to attend the grand reception at
Central park.

Delegate Andrews of
M. Bond, formerly
of New Mexico; Representative Hamilton, Delegate McGulre of Oklahoma,
many representative citisens of that
territory, and a large number of newspaper correspondents.
The president said that he had dona
the best he could for the four territories because so many of his Rough
Riders were from those territories.
He added that If Arizona refused to
avail herself of the opportunity now
offered, it will not be worth while for
her to apply in the next fifteen years.
"If Arizona rejects the present offer,
she will remind me of what & union
man said In South Carolina, when
that state seceded 'Too Bmall for a
nation and too big for a lunatic asylum."
Senator Beveridge congratulated the
president first, and was immediately
followed by Delegate Andrews, who
was presented wrth the gold pen.
New Mexico;

Turin, June 16. The Countess Teo- - MILLION AND QUARTER
INVESTED BY ENGLISH
dollnda Murrl Bommartlnl, after havNew York, June 16. A snydicate
ing undergone three years and eight
months of her ten years sentence of headed by Edward B. Klnsla of Lonpenal servitude, has just been released don has bought a site on the north
street, between
on
Judgment was de- - sido ot Forty-secon- d
llvered in the lionmartiul trial at Tu- - Sixth avenue and Broadway, for a
rin on August 11 of last year. From music hall to be conducted In a manthe previous February the court had ner similar to the leading music halla
been occupied with tho case, which or Kurope. Tho design of the strucformed one of the most celebrated in ture will bo novel, it is said. The
ground and building will represent an
the annals of crime.
On August 28, IW2, Count Uommur- - investment of about $1.250,uui). Robert
tlnl was assassinated at Bologna. For H. McOusly and tho McVickar-Gall-lar- d
Realty company were the brokers
a time tho murder remained a mys- rery, until 1'ror. Murrl denounced his in the deal.
The main entrance of the theater
own son, Tullio Murrl, as the assassin.
street. A
leodolindu .Muni, the daughter of, will be in Forty-secon- d
tho professor and wifo of the count; spacious lobby will extend from the
main
entrance to the carriage entrance
Dr. Secchl, her lover; Dr. Flo Naldl,
street. Iu addition to
a needy medical man; Rosa Ilonetti, in Forty-thir- d
tho
theater proper, the building will
lullio Murri's mistress, together with
Tullio, were arrested. The trial, first contain a large restaurant and on each
fixed for Bologna, was
for political floor will be commodious anterooms.
reasons transferred to Ciinuo, and then A feature of the house will be the
to Turin. In tho latter place it was arrangements of seats.
Instead of the usual narrow seats,
no sooner opened than adjourned
owing to the general elections, and it each patron will have a comfortable
was only on February 20,
that ' armchair, arranged In rows sufficiently
far apart to admit of each seat holder
the case was begun.
After six months' hearing, during taking his place without disturbing
which some four hundred witnesses those already seated.
Another feature will lie an orchestra
were called, and trunks full of correspondence were read, the accused of forty or fifty pieces, instead of the
were convicted; Tullio Murrl of mur- usual twelve or fourteen pieces. There
der, Naldl of murder, Sacehi of par- - will also be a dress promenade furwith abundant lounges aud
Iclpatlon without premeditation, K.isu nished
Honettl of active complicity anil the chairs. The building will also have
a big roof garden, which Is expected
Countess of indirect participation.
to isj one of the best In the city. New
TOYOTOMI STRIKES MINE
European novelties will bo amoug the
AND SINKS WITH CREW attractions at this music hall. The
Toklo, June 16. The
Japanese syndicate intends to begin building as
transport Toyotoml struck a iniue soon as the leases on the premises exThursday evening and sank Imme- pire, which will be about October 1 of
diately wheu twenty-fou- r
miles off this year. - It expects to open the muJoshia, Korea. Twelve of her crew sic hall In the spring or summer ot
were saved aud fift yare missing.
next year.
tlcket-of-leav-

e.
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and will buck for a longer period.
giving a rider a hard deal. They
broke and trained four of the, native
horses, which they sold for more
money than t !ielr whole outfit cost
them. Grlmsley Is satisfied to remain
In America.
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GOVERNOR CALLED
ON IN INTEREST

OF THE FAIR
SHEEP

CONVENTION
TO
HAGERMAN

GROWERS'

GOVERNOR

DELIVER THE OPENING
ADDRESS.
At a recent meeting of the execu-

tive committee of the twenty-sixt- h
annual territorial fair, the matter of
several conventions being held here

during fair week was discussed, and
among them was a sheep growers'
convention. Governor Hagerman had
been previously communicated with
on the subject, and he, in a letter to
exthe fair ninagement, heartily
pressed himself In favor of such a convention, and even othe rgatherings.
The governor also stated, that. In due
time, he would Issue a call for the
sheepmen of the territory to meet in
Albuquerque one day during the fair,
and organize themselves Into na as
soclation.
Yesterday morning, accompanied by
Mrs. Luna, Hon. Solomon Luna was a
passenger for Santa Fe, and the New
Mexican hag the following to say in
regard to hlB visit to the capital:
"President Solomon Luna, of the
Territorial Fair association, who Is In
the city, called on Governor Hager
man, and on behalf of the association
requested that the governor deliver
the opening address at the fair at Al
buquerque In September next.
The
governor has accepted the Invitation.
"Mr. Luna also conferred with Governor Hagerman regarding a conven
tion of New Mexico sheep growers, to
be held In Albuquerque during Territorial fair week. It Is expected that
this convention will lead to the permanent organization of a Territorial
Sheep Raisers' association. Mr. Luna
Invited the governor to deliver an address at the gathering, which the governor promised to do.
"Harry F. Lee, secretary of the
Sheep Sanitary board, will reach this
ity tomorrow, when a conference between Governor Hagerman, Mr. Luna,
who Is president of the Territorial
Sheep Sanitary board, and Mr, Lee,
will be held and plana for the' convention more fully discussed.
"Mr. Luna, since his return from hlB
extensive sheep ranches In Socorro
county, has taken up actively the
work of president of the association,
and if the fair does not prove a success, it will not be his fault. The Indications, however, are that it will be
the best ever held in the territory,
and that it will be what it should be.
Mr. Luna, while a very conservative
and cautious man, is very
energetic and a successful administrator of affairs, public and private,
In addition, everybody in New Mexico
who has ever heard of him, plaoes Implicit confidence in his sagacity and
Honesty.
"Mr. Luna called at the office of the
New Mexican, and bespoke the active
and friendly aid of this paper for the
"fair project. This he has secured, as
will be proven amply hereafter by the
columns of this paper."
level-heade-
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and the Philippines, health was the
most important consideration. Willis
T. Morgan, retired Commissary
V. S. A., of Rural Route No. 1,
Concord. N. 11.. says: "I was two
years in Cuba andotwo years in the
Philippines, and being subject to
colds, I took Dr. King's New Discovery for Consumption, which kept me
in perfect healtn. And now in New
Hampshire, we find it the best medicine in the world for coughs, colds,
bronchial troubles and all lung diseases. Guaranteed at all druggistd.
Price 50c and i. Trial bottle free.

Uoom ?

CrTweli, "?k Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.

Ser-geai- lt

der the Indian office, as per letter
from the acting commissioner of Indian affairs to Delegate W. H. Andrews, which reads:
"House of Representatives.
"June 11, 1900.
"Sir I am pleased to inform you
that under date of the 6th inst., Mr.
Ralph 8. Connell of New Mexico,
whom you recommended, was appointed agent at a salary of $2,000 per annum, and $3 per diem in lieu of subsistence, to take effect when he shall
o
qualify under bond. The necessary
ELKS OF SANTA FE
blank for bond, etc., has this day beeh
BUILD
HOUSE.
WILL
forwarded to him at Omaha. NeAt its regular meeting Wednesday braska."
night, Santa Fe lodge, No. 4G0, B. P.
O. Elks, decided to build Its opera
Deadly Serpent Bites
house and club rooms on the lot owned Are as common
in India as are stomby the lodge nt 206 Palace avenue and ach
and liver disorders with us. For
now.occupled by Adam's hall, says the the latter,
however, there Is a sure
New Mexican. H. D. Clarke has re- remedy:
Electric Bitters, the great
turned to the city and will begin work restorative medicine, of which
S. A.
of floating the bonds recently issued Rrown, of Bennettsville, S. C, says:
by the order. The contract will be They restored my
to perfect
let as soon as possible, and the con- health, after years orwife
suffering with
struction will then begin without de- dyspepsia and a chronically torpid
lay.
liver." Electric
bitters cure chills
If your stomacn troubles you do and fever, malaria, btlliousness, lame
not conclude tnat there is no cure, for back, kidney troubles and bladded disorders. Sold on guarantee by ell
a great many have been permanently druggists.
Price 50c.
cured by Chamberlain's Stomach and
o
Liver 'tablets. Get a free sample at
TAKE A PLUNGE
any drug store and give them a trial.
!
the
They alPo cure constipation and bilSWIMMING POOL.
iousness
504 North First Street.
Open Daily,
10 a. m. to 10 p. m.
APPOINTED TO POSITION
o
IN INDIAN SERVICE.
A lazy liver leais to chronic dys
Ralph S. Connell of Otero county. pepsia and constipation weakens the
Angora stock raiser in the Sacramento whole system. Doan's Rcgulets ,(25c
mountains, east of Alamogordo, has per Irox), correct the liver, tone the
been appointed to a nice position un stomach, cure constipation.

PRISON GATES AT LAST SWING
SHUT BEHIND CORDELIA BOTKIN
ana
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After eight years

w

"bon-bo-

n

murderess -

FORNIA PENITENTIARY TO BEGIN

Although nearly eight years have
passed since Mrs. Cordelia Botkln was
senienced to lite imprisonment for the
murder of two women by poisoned
b
uiaijea to mem at uover,
Dela., from San Francisco, the doors
GRIMSLEY RETURNS
ui uie state penitentiary only a few
ago swung open to her. Since
FROM SOUTH AMERICA she was arrested on Oct. 18, 1S9S. sue
nasi uui-i-i
connneii in various tern- porary prisons, most of the time in
THE ROUGH RIDER SATISFIED
WITH THE UNITED STATES
O. L. Grlmsley, at one time holder
of the belt for being the champion
bronco buster of the west, and who is
well known in Colorado, Wyoming
and New Mexico, also having been
one of the Rough Riders, carrying a
deputy sheriff's commission for a
ehort time during the coal strike here
two years ago, arrived In Trinidad"
froinetbe south, accompanied by his
brother, says the Advertiser.
Mr. Grlmsley stated that he and
three other well known Mexico cow
punchers and bronco busters bave
Jeen in South America for the past
eighteen months, where they bad a
"Wild Wtftt Show.' and did a nour
ishing business. They went to South
America and purchased their cutnt
and
started out with a show a la
-Bision William."
They spent some time In Buenos
Ayres, where he says there ere many
Americans. In the Interior, he says,
there are a great number of Italians,
engaged In the sheep and cattle industry. He stated that they epeak
a metrfgrtl language, which none can
understand but themselves.
The native cow puncher there uses
on the end, which
a rope with a
they throw around the horns of a
eteer. They laughed at first, when
told that the Americans always ued
a loop, they not believing that a ier-socould rope a Bteer with a loop.
One of the party, a cowboy from Dem-lng- .
N. M., was an expert at the business, and soon convinced them that
a loop was the only thing t use In
order to get good rtsults.
He says the horses there are much
harder to ride and break than the
western bronco. They are finer bred
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Capital end surplus, $100,(100

Union or FoUl Tele-for an A. D. T. tnftn;fr
hoy, an i tend your ad with the cana to The Citiien office, or telephone direct, or call, and the ad will appear according to your wish.
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IF YOU WANT help of any kind, or
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
employment of any kind, 'phone,
eull, or write Abraham'
EmployCo
ment office, 120 West Silver avenue, at the Elite cafe. 'Phones, On Furniture, Pianos. Organs, Horses
Automatic, ,17!; Colorado, 2S!t.
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSB REWANTED.
CEIPTS, aa low as $10.00 and as high
WANTED Sewing by the day.
as $200.00. Loans are quickly taaijQ
North Second street.
X)ne
and strictly private.
Time:
WANTED Two mangle girls at onco. month to one year given. Goods reImperial Iaundry company.
main In your possession. Our rates
ANTED At o ice, twenty men for are reasonable. Call and see us beColorado. Atla.i Employment Co., fore borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
212 South Second street.
Steamship tickets to and from all
WANTED
Oentlemen's second-hanparts of the world.
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
Rooms t and 4, Grant Bldg.
south of viaduct. Spnd address and
SIS West Railroad Ate.
will cnll. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Energetic,
WANTED
trustworthy
Open Evenlnge.
man to work in New Mexico, repre-- $250senting large manufacturing company; salary, $10 to $:m) per month,
paid weekly;
expenses advanced.
Address, with stamp, J. 11. Moore, Buys a lot on South Edith street,
Albuquerque, N. M.
snap for somebody. Also

Money

INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

Loan

LX'f,

8

d

SALESMAN
WANTED.
SALESMAN
Experienced in any line
to sell general stores In New Mexico. An unexcelled specialty prop-

osition. Commissions anl $35 weekly
for expenses. The Continental Jew
elry Co., Cleveland, )hlo,
oai.,i.ua. tor isew .Mexico; expe
rienced traveling man preferred;
line staple for general trade; position permanent;
advance weekly
with commission. Sawyer, Leslie
& Co., Detroit, Mic.i.
AGENTS WANTED.
OUR unique proposition is a cinch;
sells without talking.
Establish
your own business without risk.
Small capital and references
required. Chance of a lifetime. Only
cne man appointed In each city, so
you should write Immediately. Herman Co., 15 Dover street. New York.
FOR RENT.
FOR RENT Rooms or light house
keeping. 417 West Silver avenue.
FOR RENT
Rooms at Coyote
Springs. For terms, address, T. J.
Topham, City.
FOR RENT Store room opposite the
. .postofllce;
possession, July 10. M.
r. stamm.
FOR RENT Three-roobouse "in
th Highlands, $12 per month. Ad- dress, Highlands, Citizen office.
FOR RENT New,
modern
house, furnished; $20 per month;
no invalids. Applv 1021 North
First street.
FOR RENT Large, cool rooms, for
gentlemen only; well ventilated and
clean; rent reasonable. 524 West
Railroad avenue.
FOR RENT Houses, modern, From
three to five rooms; also store
rooms. W. H. McMilllon, real estate broker, 211 "West Gold avenue.
cot
FOR RENT Nicely Turnfehed
tage, piano, etc., and other rooms,
very cheap. Mrs. E. K. Norrls,
east end of viaduct. Apply at
store.
FOR SALE.
FOR SALE -- Horse. 218 South Wal- ter street.
FOR SALE (10 laying hens. Inquire
Lusted ranch, or address Box 158.
FOR SALE Phaeton, in good condi
Inquire at 417 West
tion; cheap".
Silver avenue.
FOR SALE My saddle horse. Mia.
J. W. Prestel, 410 North Second
street. Auto 'phone, 582.
FOR SALE A handsome Harduian
piano, in fine condition and .almost
new, at a bargain.
For particulars, call at this office.
douole-ba- r
FOR SALE-- - V tirst-ciasreled,
shotgun; bran new
nevei has been used; one of th
best makes. Call at The Citizen of
flee for particulars.
Foil SALE Home ice pTant; capacity
is one ton of lee per day; refrigerator in connection. In
condition. Tony Mifchelbach, Old
N

--

six-roo-

first-clas-

s

Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
S. Strickler, V. P. and Cashier;
7.
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Solomon Luna, A. U. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

SOLOMON

TENT HOUSE
FOR SALE.

work

and

.

conveyancing.

M. Bona.

RY.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Of noes
JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLD
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEH
R. A. FROST
H. P. RAYNOLiDf) . . .

32

F street

Washington, D. C. Pensions,
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. D. Bryan.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
que, N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.
N. W

V.

DENTISTS.

.

President
Tree President
Cashier
Asalatant Cashier
... .Direotor

.........

......

.

DEPCSITOT.

......... .teX,00

Depository

fr Atchison,

Topeka

259,000.0

fc

Santa

r

Railway Compaay
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DR. J. E. KRAFT,

Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mall.
Edmund J. Alger, O. D. 8.
Office
No. 308 Railroad, avenue.
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
Ap
462.
p. m. to 6 p. m. Telephone
polntments made by mall.

K

uj

limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat.
Occulist and.Aurlst for Santa Fe coas
West Railroad
lines. Office, 313
avenue.
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 5

Colo. Red 115.
Auto, "phone 316.
A. BORDERS,

Black

F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
ford, rooms 46 47, Barnett building
Albuquerque. N. M. Both 'phones.
CIVIL ENGINEER.

J. R. Farwell,
Room 23. N. T. Armljo Building.
NOTARY PUBLIC.

M.

DIRECTORS.

v

2

WM. FARR.
O. N. MARRON.
J. A. WEINMAN. I -- A. DYE.
E. A. MIERA.
D. H. CARNS.
F. H. STRONG.
JAY A. HUBBS.
J. B. HERN DON.

0OCOXXO0OOO0O0OOOCKC
ESTABLISHID

"OLD RBLIABLE"

1171

PUTNEY

L. B.

m--

UNDERTAKER.

N.

We want your banking business, whether your account be large
or small, and offer in return for same every attention and business
courtesy, the account will warrant. We take every precaution
to
guard the interests of our depositors. Our bank is equipped with
every necessary facility for SAFETY, and all business entrusted
to its. care receives the PERSONAL attention of one of its officers.

6--

Practice

IS WELCOME

ALBUQUERQUE,

DR. R. L. HUST,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Office,
Tuberculosis treated with High- Frequency Electrical Current and Ger
micide. Treatments given eacn
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
Both 'pnones.
in attendance.
OH. W. G. SHADRACH,

YOUR ACCOUNT

AT THE

PHYSICIANS.

Commercial Club Building.
and white hearse, $5.
ARCHITECTS.

and Director.

Authorised Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profit

E. W. Dobson.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWOffice Crom
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.

p.

'

8ANTA FE

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

LAWYERS.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

&

CARDS

PROFESSIONAL

Ira

President; W.

LTJNA,

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

PORTERFIELD COMPANY.
(Incorporated.)
110 West Gold Avenue.
Notarial

i

DEPOSITS

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

0
o

WHOLESALE GROCER

0

Flour, Grain and Provisions

s

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

0

s

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
ALBUQUERUZ, N. at.

RAILl DAD AVENUE

NOT AT HOME7
You can't feel at home when your
plumbing Is nil out of order. You're
likely to get "all cut of order," too,
because of unsanitary conditions.
Avoid annoyance, disease and greater
expense later on by letting us get
your plumbing "tihlp ehape," and keeping it that way. Suppose we look
through your house and quote you
best prices.
We carry the finest line of Garden
Hope in the city.

Cali-week-

m

M

I

fled bfor,

by Mrs. Dunning, and both herself and
her sister ate of the sweets unsus- Thoe. K. D. Mtddfson,
pectingly.
Town.
A direct and complete chain of evl FOR SALE A Vose & Son parlor Office with W. B. Chllders, 117 Wwt
Gold avenue.
uence convicted the murderess. One
grand piano, in use only four
of the legal points raised was as to the
VETERNINARIAN.
months, cause of selling, sickness.
jurisdiction of the Delaware or
s
Will sell to first fair offer. Inquire
fornia courts, the actual crime having
Dr.
F. L. Schneider.
nt 7ii2 West Coal avenue.
been committed in California but the rOR SALE Five-rooOffice, 424 North Second street.
hou.se,
frame
311; Colo., Black 35.
murder occurring in Deleware Flnal- with orchard, two acres of ground; Phones Auto.,
ly both states participated
In
the one block from Twelfth street car Residence 'phone. Auto., 747.
line; in coming residence portion
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
of the lowlands.
Good Investment
A. L. Morgan.
!iiiNorth Eleventh street.
The INDEPENDENT CONTRAC
FOR SALE A seven-roohouse. TOR
AND BUILDER, Estimates ar
newly painted, all modern con
cheerfully furnished; Job work solic
"
US
veniences, with six lots, trees and ited. Automatic 'phone, 724; shop at
3 f''S:
'
suruMiery. A snap to any one iook 911 North
Second 6treet, Albuquering for a home. J. M. Wilkinson, que,
N. M.
Woo Scouring mills.
BEAUTY CULTURE.
FOR SALE Stock and timber ranch;
VAj
about 7n0 acres fenced; 30 bead of
'
M. Helena Leonard.
Mrs.
cattle, 3 Inrse;; wagons, tools and
Graduate of Parisian Institute.
farming implements.
Two
Late of New York City.
houses, barn, and large corral. Only
The latest scientific appliances and
two miles from railroad. Adjoining
Plenty of up to date racthods for treating the
government reservation.
hair and scalp, complexion
wa'er. Price, $4,500. Easy terms. face,
N. pi nch. & Co., real estate dealer,s, steaming and bleaching, manicuring
ami shampooing.
212 West Gold avenue.
Electrolytic Automatic Water Mas
'OH SALE Two sets oi snelvlng, sage;
Hair DryElectric
sixteen-foot
ninety feet long; two
Bell, one of the latest sciener;
Radio
thirty-foot
counter. tific discoveries In the treatment of
counters: one
Call at F. F. Trotter's.
the San Francisco county jail. She prosecution, at San Francisco, and
the skin by colored light rays and
was removed from the jail at her own Mrs. Bodkin was sentenced on
heat.
MONTE CARLO
having expressed herself as ruary 6, lSU'J.
SUITE 35 and 36, BARNETT BLDG.
The murderess still" maintains her
Auto 'phone 728.
dissatisfied wiih the jail accommoda- s
The undersigned has opened a
Hons and stipulaiiiiK that in doing so Innocence and takes life lightly. She
name
saloon,
is
the
her
MERCHANT TAILORING
she did not waive any of her legal expresses herself as pleased with
"Monte Carlo," at 115 W. Railroad avenew cell at Sun Quentin.
rights.
nue, and invites the public lo call
The trial of Mrs. Botkln was one of. She was considered a handsome and see him. The saloon will be
UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
the most svusaiiunal on record, and woman at the lime of her arrest, and
s
order, and the
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAM- in
to
lit the time the whole continent was has suffered only a few wrinkles
patrons.
est
of
accorded
treatment
BINI,
PROPRIETOR.
conagitated over the story of how murder encroach during her eight yuar's
A fine free
will be served evhad been done by mail. The motive nnement, being a tireless believer i" ery Saturday lunch
L. YNDA.
night.
howMy merchant tailoring shop is upascribed was .Mrs. ltotkin's admitted massage treatment.
She has.
o
overstout,
grown somewhat
ver.
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad avefondness for the husband of Mrs. John
If 'u knew the value of Chamber
lain a Salve, you would never wish to nue, where I solicit the patronage of
I. Dunning, one of the victims. Mrs. which distresses her.
DunniiiK's sister. Mrs. Joshua Deane.
When first arrested she was given be without it. Here are some of the the public. All work guaranteed first-clasas I have had fifteen years' exOne of her dis. aM s for which it is especially val
was the other victim:
to strenuous dramatics.
The fatal sweets were purchased in elocutionary efforts, delivered with uable: sore nipples, chapped hands, perience in the business. Suits made
San Francisco, punctured and poison- - studied gestures as she paced her cell burns, frost bites, chilblains, chronic to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
ed with arsenic by the murderess and shortly after her urrest, was quoted sore .yes, itching piles, salt rheum repaired. The specific 1 use will not
injure the cloth. Ijadies' garments
mailed to Mrs. Dunning at Dover, with at the trial.
(ceniu. Price 25c per box. For also
cleaned and walking skirts made
the message:
"With love to your"Here I am," she cried, "a poor sale ly ttii druggists.
to order. Give me a trial.
hut where, oh
self and baby," and signed simply
O- - BAMBINL
Try a Citizen Want ad.
"Mrs. C." The package was opened where, is my Anthony."

fir

Sill

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

uuii-uou-

NOW AT TRINIDAD.

16, 19T

d

WITCH
The Inlly Record, published in the
City of Mt'xlco, contains, the follow-- ,
lug article relative to E. W. Sours,
THE HEAT WJLL RUIN
formerly of this city, and who married
YOUR COMPLEXION
while here. Miss Luetic Perea. daugh
ter of J. M. Perea, deceased. The
IF YOU DO WATCH OUT
Record nays:
An appointment which la considered
to be a slgna4 honor, conferred upon
E. W. Scurs. manager of the Mexico'
department of t'ie commercial agency
BOTTLE
of R. G. Dun & Co.. namely that of be-- j
Ing The representative of the company
conduring the coming
gress in Rio .laniero, lirazil, is an
at
Only
Sold
nounced today.
Mr. Sours will leave for New York
to sail for South America either toHIGHLAND PHARMACY
night or Thursday night, and gues di205 East Railroad Ave.
rect to the congress, where he will be
In charge of a number of special nun
and
sent by the commercial agency from
the New York offices to make reports
ALVARADO PHARMACY
and attend to the business which is
to come up.
5
First and Gold Ave.
For a number of years the Dun
agency has been paying particular at- t0XK0XK0OXKXCOCC
tention to the development of the
field In Central America, South America and Mexlerr. and a review of trade
has leen published monthly by the
bureau here. The work has placed
Mr. Sours in close touch with all
The undersigned nas left on his vacommercial interests In the Spanlsh- - cation and will not return to his of- Anwripnn
nnnlrlto fnrnjpnnnlttf ho
una
aa liolntr 1x.lt,,- - anin , fiCe until abollt the
ped than any other man In the Dun
4TH OR 5TH OF JULY.
service to handle the business at the
congress.
Mr. Sours has been with the Dun
people In Mexico about six years,
and It is a great source of gratification to his many friends and associates here that he has been chosen for
the IniKrtant work at hand. The apB. F. CO PP.
pointment is said to have been a re
ward for the efficient services of Mr. ROOM 12, N T. ARMIJO BUILDING
Sours in handling the report of the
first congress here two years ago.
J, J
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
Following the Flag.

d,

MMVI U

Per Word Insertion

cn

OUR,

JUNE

BANK INSTITUTIONS

have not
rely upon It.
iind you
that your
money l not thrown wjy. We have aleo rented hundred of homaca
by our want acta. a well aa aold nearly everything we have adver-Hee-

j

60c per month
fc

will tmUm a

YOUNG

SATURDAY,

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
If so. we can stent e tt for yog by a tmall
wantad.inTtlS Evening Citizen. It only costs

One Cent

THIS HOT, DRY WEATHER
WILL RUIN YOUR COMPLEXION. AND UNLESS YOU USE

ORS e. w: SOURS!
AN
MAN ORDERED TO
CAN CONGRESS.

BO

Watch Out

CITIZEN.

EVENING

v.v:

Standard Heating & Plumbing
Auto phone, 671.

Co.

Colo., Red 284.

-

3 'jfT'

TNI

IS:

te

J.

C.

BALDRIDGE

NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
vers
PA I
SHERM AN- - W ILLIAMS
more, looks best, wears
longest, most economlacl, full
measure.

BUILDING

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

NT-Co-

Always In
PAPER
Plaster, Lime, Cement.
stock.
Paint, Glass, Sash Doors, Etc.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

first-clas-

ch

con-ducte-

first-clas-

i

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

SATURDAY, JUNE

EVENING CITIZEN.

'ALBUQUERQUE

16, 1906.

HOT AFTER
YELLOW

$25 to $150 per
Lot $5 down, $5 a month. No Interest
Now is the time to invest before there is any change in price or terms
50-fo- ot

SOLD IN

FEVER
NO OCCASION,
HOWEVER, FOR
QUARANTINE APHAVANA'3
PLYING TO GULF PORTS-N- EW

SO B$AY

QUARANTINE MEASURE WILL HOLD "YELLOW JACK" A FEW.

Sreclal Correspondence.
Washington, D. C, June 1G. There
Is nothing in the government "oealthj
reports to warrant the quarantine
which Havana has declared against
the gulf Torts.
are
The Washington authorities
rather nmused at the sensitiveness
of the Cuban and gulf cities on this
Is
Havana, particularly,
subject.
very much put out because of the
lapse which that city lias suffered
from Its excellent record of 1900 to
1905, during which time there was
not a case of fever on the island. The
trouble last fall is charged by the Ha
of
vana people to the carelessness
New Orleans.
There Is no yellow fever in the gulf
iports at present. Kven Central America is quite free from Infection. About
two month ago there was known to
be yellow fever at Puerto de Cortez
and Bocas dtl Toro. But no recent
cases have beep reiorted.
The excuse which Havana gives for
quarantining against Galveston, New
Orleans and Mobile Is that the regulations have not been strictly observ
ed for guarding against fruit steamers from infected Central American
Tmrta
Thesn reeulations have been
very strict, ,made so by the marine
and are now being
hospital sen-Icerigidly enforced. One or two steamers which arrived before the regulations became practically operative,
ran by without much notice, and the
agents from Havana heard of this and
made 1t the basis of their action.
Yellow fever was reported in Havana February 11, and as late as May
22 a case or two was reported from
the Matanzas province. As there is
free travel from Matanzas to Havana
this caused the gulf ports to take action to protect themselves from
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tucked in clusters of two on each side
of the centre to deep yoke depth, and
below this Is a band of embroidery
which heads three deep tucks. The
sleeves are ellww length finished by a
narrow band of embroidery. This
gown would be pretty arranged for
chemisette and long cuffs which a
few different sets would make some
pleasing changes.
An evening waist of black Cnlna
silk will be found a useful adjunct to
the outfit; and the model 1 have In
mind has a full front bloustng slightly
at the belt, and gathered In a yoke and
stock collar. Around the outline if
the yoke was a bertha of silk shirred
to forni a puff around the neck and
having ends crossing In front and
finished with jet ornaments just over
the bust. The sleeves are prettily arranged to match the bertha having a
full puff above and another small puff
Just below from which a shaped ruffle
falls over the lace under-sleeveAlice blue Durlingham was used
or the construction of another pleas
ing waist having a .plastron front, a
partly concealed vest and puff sleeves.
The waist nt the back is drawn down
snugly at the belt line and blouses a
little at thfc front. A belt of leather,
silk or velvet in the same shade as
the material may be used. The yoke
and plastron are of heavy white lace
and the fronts on each side have
curved double tucks, while an exten
sion of the front about four inches
deep Is laced over the bust.
For wear in traveling one of the
new shirt blouses would be Just the
thing. Make it of some black linen
or nun's veiling that contrasts prettily
with your suit. The waist is simply
nothing more than a shirt having a
plain back and fronts closed under a
stitched band, while a yoke made after the style of a man's shirt Is applied back and on the shoulders. The
collar Is a turnover finished with a
bright tie. The shirt sleeves are
Joined to the waist without any full
ness ana are completed at the wrists
with stiff cuffs fastened with cuff
links. A breast pocket on the right
Ide gives a chic touch while ma- -

j

New York, June 16. Simplicity Is a box of niching for the neck which with Inserts, edgings, and applique of
the first requisite for an ocean voyage will give you that daily freshness black lace. The Jacket is cut In short
outfit; and to have that which is ab- needed so much on the water. With box lines, closes Invlsably at the
solutely necessary only will save our this suit have a dark waist, one of front by means of hooks and eyes,
girl much wcrry and annoyance from silk of the same shade for wear in The fronts and edges are finished
with a lace heading and the corners
custom house and railroad officials, actual travel.
Blue serge was used for a smart are decorated with large luserts of
to say nothing of expense. There are
consisting
of a lace, the same ornamentation being
tailored costume
some things that are absolute require
ments: a rain coat, a short lighter shaped skirt and Prince Chap coat. used on the slushed bell sleeves and
h
was cut with shawl collar. There could be, if dewrap, the traveling dress, a dressier The latter In
costume, a fancy waist or two, for straight lines, the trout and back had' sired, a skirt of the same material
dinner wear on the steamer, another centre gores covered with bands of made in circular style with three folds
for wear at evening functions on land, soutache lit aid ; the tronts were closed about the bottom and the front gore
such as theatre, concerts, etc.. and with a fly in single breasted style, trimmed with the lace Insets of
and cuffs had in- - graduating size.
also those odds and ends of travel The notched collar
.
For a better dress nothing is more
and Jaunty little
comfort which make life easy when serts of blackM-elvetaway from home resources things we hip pockets completed the garment.! useful than a foulard, and an attracare apt to forget until we are made The skirt had five gores the seams of tive example of such a gown is blue
which were striped with soutache with white spots, consisting of a skirt
conscious of them by their lack.
Nothing has become so popular in braid. The hat for wear with that having seven gores, plaited down
fashions as the raincoat and separate costume was a close fitting little tur- each side of the front gore for a diswaists for uie traveler; and though ban of blue straw simply trimmed tance and trimmed with two clusters
they may vary in cut and trimmings with ribbon and quills, for on the of crossways- tucks divided with bands
they hold their own in popular favor water you must wear those things of Insertion, while the back fullness is
any amount of gathered under an inverted box qilalt.
in spite of their years, i ne reason which will stand
for their continued popularity Is not dampness. The gloves were a light The waist which fastens nt the cenfar to seek, it is owing to their com- shade of tan, but there was also pro- tre back has an especially pretty front
fort and the many uses they may be vided a pair of heavy black gloves,
also a little cap of black leather and HIGH NECKED
put to.
For hard traveling, stormy weather a big veil for the rainy and windy
EVENING! DRESS
and deck wear, a tweed, cheviot, serge days, when for comfort, one wishes to
or mohair is the most serviceable as know that everything Is on tight and
to quality and warmth. The coat may there need be no further thought on
be an Eaton, a short box coat, or one the matter. Of course, one must not
of half length, skirts are short and forget the linen and silk umbrella of
the good and generous size, and a black
have little, if any trimming,
. 'ia .''.:' "'.
smartest having straight lines from parasol a little more dressy in effect.
a
extremely
An
for
possibly
suit
dressy
downward,
with
made
belt
the
slmnle design at the bottom, done in a young woman Just about to start
braid, though many have bands of the for Europe was of gun metal, mohair
meas
active
The Cubans are taking
material which end in points at each of a fine quality. The skirt was a
stamp
out
Infection
the
ures now to
that is, very fine plans
side of the front gore. If trimming Is "sunburst,
are
ports
gulf
and they say if the
were laid close at the top and flaring,
is orna
upon
coat
skirt,
the
the
used
to
ready
kept clean they will soon be
mented to match, but many suits are or bursting out below, hence the
raise the embargo.
finished with machine stitching only. name. The wearer of this skirt, who
bill.
quarantine
The new national
A new idea for the traveling dress is an experienced traveler, tells me
been
has
days
which for the past few
'9 ' h ave chiffon collars, for traveling she would have no other
passing
''nKe?e
pending in conference, after
matching the as it shows no crease or wear, and
'
regarded
in
is
DndA cuffs
aate and house,
the
finish buy mohair itself is one of the best of maan
extra
cress
in
measure
the south, as an excellent
terials in this line. The coat was an
of
appropriation
The bill carries an
Eaton lined with a pastal shade of
EVENING DRESS
Jnrmnnn
tr b used fov the doctors
of green silk and trimmed with panels
of the marine 1.ospital service in cofarmed of rows of very fine soutache
operation with the authorities of the
braid. The hat was a white sailor
states and counties in stamping out
having a ruche of white silk rosettes
Infection and killing the yellow fev-- i
about the crown, a grey wing on the
mosquito.
left side, and a bandeau covered with
Under the federal quarantine, the
loops of black velvet ribbon; over the
port regulations will be in full charge
ruche Is laid a white veil and several
of tihe national government, so far as
more are provided so when one gets
health regulations is concerned. Thi3
dirty it may be removed and a new
will include Galveston, New Orleans
one put on, serving the double purand Mobile.
pose of keeping the white hat clean
U is believed the new quarantine
and giving a Jaunty new effect to the
bill will eliminate the reckless hotgun
hat. Of course, this hat is not worn
quarantine," and the unfortunate
on shipboard except
on the finest
clash of state authorities, such as
days, going out at ports, or coming in,
marked the fever epidemic in New
Instead there is a little grey Alpine
Orleans last summer.
of soft felt that may be wrapped in
tissue paper and tucked away in your
C. A. GILDERSl.EEVE
traveling rug.
QUALIFIES AS CADET.
In crepe de chine a charming high
A short box coat was developed in
Charles A. Gildersleeve of Santa Fe,
necked evening dress is fashioned for
occasions when decollete toilettes are
son or Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Glider-sleev- e,
A SMART STREET DRESS
not required. Rose color is the tone
who some years ago enlisted
of the crope, which shows a small
as an apprentice in the navy, served
on a schoolship in San Francisco har
circle of the same tone In the fabric
Sage green velvet is combined effect
bor, and was afterwards transferred to
ively with the rose to make a pretty
the Naval Academy at Annapolis,
where ho has made a good record and
irocK.
The gown Is cut en prlncesse, the
who was appointed a cadet at the
short waist effect being gained by the
academy by Delegate W. H. Andrews,
A beautiful evening dress is made
Judicious arrangements of tiny tucks.
has fully qualified and has been sworn
The bodice has a shaped yoke made
in. ' Delegate Andrews was duly in- from Tokio crepe, the shadow plaid
from Irish guipure. This yoke is outformed of this fact by the following showing blue and ecru, while tne
lined with four rows of green velvet
letter:
foundation is ecru taffeta. The round
riiiion. Shapely revers of rose color
"Hon. W. H. Andrews, House of Rep- neck is cut low, filet lace being used
in the yoke. This is surrounded with
resentatives, Washington, D. C:
ed taffeta also cross the lace. The
"Dear Sir I have the honor to in- a bread berthe of ecru taffeta, which
are finished with taffeta
cuffs,, which have the green upon
form you that Mr. Charles Arthur Gil- reaches far out on the shoulders. This
them. The skirt has several narrow
dersleeve, your principal for midship- berthe is Joined to the yoke with a
man, who passed the mental examina- narrow band of blue embroidery. A
ruffles upon it, which nre outlined
with the velvet riboon.
tion in 1904, has also qualified physic- fold of the ecru decorates the long
ally, and has been sworn in as a mid- princess skirt on either side of Hhe
shipman on your nomination from the front panel.
FOR STREET AIM TRAVEL
The short sleeves have flounces of
territory of New Mexico at large.
"Very respectfully,
the taffeta acodiron plaited, and the
small flat rosettes which decorate the
"G. A. CONOVER.
panel are of the same material.
"Chief of the Bureau."
half-lengt-
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Crepe de chine foulard is the latest
fashionable fabric for smart street
dresses. A Munning one is made upon a simple model.
Delicate Horton-slblue is the color of the foulard,
crepe
the
being decf.ed with groups
of tiny rings in the same tone. The
corsage and skeves are trimmed with
large medallions, while blue silk and
panne velvet are combined to make a
handsome costume.
The skirt is circular t the knees,
where a full
Spanish flounce
is
Joined.
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pure Bat-a?so cteanses Class-war- e,
Earthenware, HTbi 3 LSnsn, Cilery, Silverware, Pewter; In fact Evsryttfpg for the Table,
and cleans thsm Cheaply, Thorough? end Quickly.
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All dealers, cr free samrli and illustrated booklet for
stamp, of Pacific Coast Borax Co., Chicago, 111.
"20-MULE-TEA-

M"

5

cent

BORAX SOAP

SAVES HANDS, CLOTHES AND LABOR.

ALL GROCERS,

a grey tweed of a not loo heavy
weight, by a design that is well
adapted for long journeys. The plain
short jacket is a most jaunty garment
cut with centre sideback, under arm
and shoulder seams, the fronts are in
single pieces overlapping in double-breaste- d
stylo.
The fastening is
made with buttons ami button holes
and the neck is finished with a notched collar. The sleeves are uf medium
si.e, formed with one seam, in full
length with turned back cuffs. The
skirt was a variation of the ciscular
skirt, the pattern showing a bias effect at the centre front and centre
back seams, while the sides rang
straight without any sagging. Side
plaits all around and an Inverted lox
plait at the back are stitched to yoke
depth, producing a close adjust men'
about the h:ps, and bel.w the skirt
falls in graceful folds to the lower
edge, vi here it measures six yards and
A wide bias trimming
band in two sections overlapping toward the front, trims the skirt a short
distance from the bottom.
A pretty little extra wrap could be
constructed from black silk trimmed
three-quarter-

9 South Second Street

DISCOVERER OF 'SPIT
BALL' DOESN'T USE IT
H.
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the spit ball builds up a set of muscles
not called into play by the drop or
outcurve, and when a pitcher who has
continuously used the spit ball seeks
The man who discovered the spit to use another style curve he finds h'.s
ball seldom uses it and the credit of arm lacks the strength to Impart tho
the discovery has wrongfully gone to necessary twist to the ball to make it
another. Ask the average base ball take the direction he desires. The
player who discovered the spit ball spit ball is thrown with an overhand
and he will tell you that Elmer Strlck-le- tt motion, the ftngeni on the top and tne
was the man. When the Brooklyn thumb underneath, and not touching
base ball team was quartered at the the seams of the ball. By freely
Hotel Columbia, S. C, last spring for moistening the first Joint of the fintraining, Strlcklett gers the ball adheres to the thumb,
their
was 'asked by a sporting writer who which imparts the twist that forces it
had made the rounds of all the train- to 'break' suddenly Just before reaching eajnps in the sunny southland:
ing the plate. Other balls curve, but
"How did you come to discover the the spit ball breaks sharply, which
spit ball. Mr. Strlcklett?"
makes It so difficult to hit. About
"By watching another man throw the only way a batsman can beat
It," was the reply.
the spit ball is to step to the end
"But you are given the credit for of the box and meet it before It breaks,
discovering the spit ball," persisted otherwise he strikes almost at random
the writer,
at it. The ball 'breaks' down and la
"i know I am, but it is wrong. The or down and out according to the
man who discovered the spit ball was amount of thumb pressure given to
Philadelphia one side or the other."
Frank Corridon, the
pitcher. I saw him throwing it in
Until this season "Happy Jack"
practice and immediately set. about to Chesbro, of the New York Americans,
master it. After I had got the ball has been regarded as the king of spit
down fine Jack Chesbro saw me pitch- ball throwers, but something Is the
ing it at Columbus, Ohio, and lie matter with his delivery this season
took It up. Just why Corridon never and his effectiveness has been of a
uses the ball I don't know unless he negative quality. Harry Howell, of the
tears the effect of his arm."
St. Louis Americans, is probaldy the
"Then tho spit ball does, effect the leading exponent of the spit ball this
year, with Strlcklett a close second.
arm?"
"It certainly does, to this extent, I Chesbro's (riends say he will be In
e
have lost the knack of throwing the his
form by thealme the hot
other curves. The continued use of months roll round.
ante-seaso-

n

old-tim-

A handsome visiting gown
ror a
young matron is of crepe lalne, in a
sofe champagne tone. The
short waisted effect is obtained
by means of a high girdle which extends along the sides and at l lie back,
while an empire effect is shown at
the front. A square shaped yoke is
made of V'mlse lace, upon a foundation of white moussllne and outlined
with Val Insertion.
The BKirt is trimmed with the Val
insertion, which crosses the tucks of
the skirt yoke and vanishes beneath
the box pleat, which forms the empire
front, 'l ho skirt is a long trailing
lie and is fully gathered to the hip
much-desire-

d

yoke.
Yellow is the tone of the Neapolitan hat which is worn with this costume. The high crown Is surrounded
with big white daisies, with yellow

Matney,, the Brown's new pitcher.
did not get In last night, as was ex- pected, but will arrive tonight on the
same train- with the Las Vegas team.
The Las Vegas Optic insists that the
team that is coming is the Ufelds,
which is only one of the five teams
of which the Meadow City boasts. Of
course, it tney are ueateu, tney win
still be the Ufelds. Using tho words
of Captain McDonald, "they had better
send the best they've got."
The lino up of the Browns tomorrow
will bo the same as on last Sunday,
with the exception of the shooting box
and the initial sack. Matney will be
In the box and Tony Ortiz will cover
first base.

l he Albuquerque grocers base ball
team,
a large bunch of rooters,
plumes will go with
to Helen tomorrow to play the
Helen Rurals. The train to carry the
special excursion will leave the local
chine stitching Is the only decoration. station at 5 o'clock in the morning, atI'rovide yourself with pleanty of tached to local train No. 09. The fare
warm underclothing for on the water will be $1.70 for the round trip. The
you w ill feel the dampness and change special coach will be sidetracked, at
of atmosphere. Have instead of too Helen, for tho day, and tho excursionmany white skirts a number made of ists will bo returned to the city in the
dark silk or other material. Have no evening, on the tail end of local No.
more than you can put in your steam- 100, which Is due to pass through
Have a largo Helen at 5 o'clock in the afternoon.
er trunk and bag.
steamer rug which now come In The Belen Social and Commercial club
Highland plaids and are as soft and has made big preparations
for the
beautiful us velvet. In this rug many coming of the Albuquerqueans, and
tilings may be strapped.
considering the well known ability of
Take with you all those little toilet the Belenltes to do things to a queen's
articles you will need, soap, extra taste, when it comes to being hostowels, a warm woolen wrapper and a pitable, it is safe to say that those
pair of soft moccasins.
who make the trip will have the time
t.
Catherine
of their lives.
The line up of the Grocers will be as
Mrs. Bamtdni, at tier parlors, No follows: Edwards, catcher;
Wilson,
20:
West Railroad avenue, is pre pitcher; Pratt, first base; Oalles, secpared to give thorough scalp treat ond; Imbky, third; Helwig. short
mnt, do hair dressing, treat corns stop; Keleher, left field; Quler, center
and Ingrowlug nails. She field; Hay ward, right field.
bunions
gives massage treatment and manicur
ing. Mrs. llamblni'B own preparation
Y I TST K II I) A V ' S C. A M ICS
of complexion cream builds up th
skin and improves the complexion,
National League
and is guaranteed not to be Injuri
At Philadelphia
It. H. E.
prepares
tonic
a
hair
ous. She also
1
7
Chicago
that cures and prevents dandruff and Philadelphia
n 4 3
to
dead
tailing
out;
restores
life
hair
I.undgri n and Kling;
Battel bs
hair; removes moles, warts and
Sparks and Ikxiiu.
hair. Also a face powder,
At Brooklyn
K
freckle cure and pimple cure and pile
4
cure. All of these preparations ar Pittsburg
1
- 1
Have Brooklyn
vest table compounds.
Batteries l.eever and Gibson; Pas
just add d a vibra,tor machine for torious
and Bergen.
treatment of scalp, face and cure of
New York
It. H.E.
wrlukles. It I also used for rneuma- - St.At Louis
1
1
8
tism, pains and massage.

Batteries Undaman
Frazer and Schlel.

Brown;

and

American League.
R. H. B.
At Cleveland
5 12 0
Cleveland
2 8 0
New York
Batteries Joss and Bemls; Clark- son, Ixroy and Klelnow.
R. II. B-At letrok
Detroit.

1

3

1

4
Philadelphia
8 2
Batteries Donovan and Warner;
Dygert and Schreck.
R. II. E.
At Chicago
Chicago
Washington
..10 12 1
Batteries
Smith and Sullivan;
Falkenberg and Hayden.
At St. Louis
R. II. E.
2 8 2
St. Iouls
3 6 4
Boston
Batteries
Jacobson, Petty and
O'Connor; Young and Armbruster.

,.262

centers. Two pale yellow
swieii across the back.

j

ptr

1

Western Lague.
At Pueblo
R. H. E.
9 J7 1
Pueblo
,
,
Lincoln
3 9 1
Batteries
Morrison and Messltt;
Jones and Zlnran.
At Denver
R. It. E.
Denver
7 15 3
11 15 3
Omaha
Wright and Zaltisky;
Batteries
Sanders and Gonding.
At IKs Moines
U. H. E.
Des Moines
4 13
1
o 6 1
Sioux City
Batteries Cicotte and Towne; Gar-ro- t
t and Hess.

--

Mann-l'ayzan-

A smart c s ume is or
worsted batiste, the correct fabric for ttreet and
traveling wear. The material is of
oys-ewhite, with crossing band of
French blue. The strong one is used
with '.fleet in the revers. and an air
of
is given by the waistcoat
and chemisette, which are of mellow-e'eliow Malta lace.
T..e si, in is a sweeping circular one
wit'.i
a multiplicity of gores.
The
mo tided pony Jacke- Is short, t
in
the empire belt, close at the bust
ami
tlightly
and shoulders
Uxiso
above the waist line.
A rough white straw is f:rnied In- to the low crowned English walking
hat to lie worn with this trim suit
I'he inroad effect in front is increased
by the copper buckle which fastens
Ue blue velvet. The two curling
liumes are blue.
r

d

-

xikjs-'nurel- v

American Association.
At Toledo
game postponed
on account of rain.
At Louisville
Toledo-Minneapol-

Kansas City
At Indianapolis
Indianapolis

.

.Milwaukee
At Columbus

Columbus
St Paul

1

.

New York
Taylor and
Batteries
To feel strong, have a good appe- tit and digestion, bleep soundly and Mathewson and ltowermun.
At Boston
use Burdock's Blood Bit
enjoy lit"
Hrs. the Kl eat system tonic and Boston

builder.

Cincinnati

2

8

1

Grady;
K. H E.
3
1

7
7

1

3

'

.'

,

4
8
8
10
8
1

Death From Lockjaw
Never follows an injury dressed wlt'a
BuckUn's Arnica Salve. Its antlsep- tic and healing propertied prevent
blood ixjlsonlng. Chas. Oswald, mer- chant, of Rensslaersvllle,
N. Y,
writes:
"It cured Seth Burch, of
this place, of the ugliest sore on his
neck I ever saw." Cures Cuts, Wounds,
Burns and Su es. 25c, at all
The picnic baskets for 41 at the
Mcintosh Hardware company's store
are Indispensable foi outing parties.
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Strong Pica For
American Husband
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Publish) Dally and Weekly

The Citizen Publishing Company

By

EVENING . CITIZEN.

Now or Not For Years

We have the Best Suits a Ten Dollar Bill ever bought.

well-inform-

Globe-Democr-

at

jXnduring Monument

at

Let Us Accept Jointure

Patnetic Story of

Sweatshop Labor

We don't do much blowing Dout
"Cheap Clothes," but w can give a
man a suit for Ten Dollar that will
do more than he'll expect it to do, and

It will also bring him back when he
wants another suit at a medium price.
The fabrics, the cut and the tailoring
of these suits Is right In every detail.
We guarantee
It and that always
meant here

FILL HIS SOUL

with satisfaction

MONEY BACK
IIWIII

If the

Fine

YOU WANT

If

tfTOgIifrajflW

M. MANBEILX

Clothing and
Furnishings

Fine

Clothing and
Furnishings

mtommaimammmmm
MARKETS

Chicago Live Stock.
Chicago. June 16. Cattle Receipts,
Jim; market steady; beeves, $4.10
6.10; cows and neifers,
$1.30fffb:
calves, 15(57: stockers and feeders.

SUMMER RESORTS AND HOTELS

Provisions.
Chicago, June 16. Following were
closing prices:
Wheat July, 83c; Sept., 83c.
Corn July, 63c; Sept., 544c.
Oats July, 42c; Sept.,
Pork July, $17.07V4; Sept., $16.80,
Lard July, $8.90; Sept., $9.074.
Ribs July, $9.50; Sept., $9.37Ms.

38c

Closing Stock Quotations.
New York, June 16. Following
were closing quotations:
Atchison, common
884
Atchison, preferred
i02',4
New York Central
137
Pennsylvania
132
64
Southern Pacific
146
union Pacific, common
94
Union Pacuic, preferred
Amalgamated Copper
104
U. S. Steel, common
38
U. S. Steel, preferred
10414
Kansas City Live Stock.
Kansas City, Mo., June 16. Cattle
Receipts, 300, including 200 south
erns; market steady and unchanged;
native steers, $45.75;
southern
steers, $3 5 ; ' southern cows, $2.15
Jo; native cows and heifers, $2.25
; stockers
and feeders, $2.50 4. 40;
bulls, $2.504; calves,
$2.506.35;
western fed steers, $3.505.25; west
ern fed cows, $2.504.25.
Sheep Receipts, none; market Is
nominally steady; muttons, $56.40;
range wethers,
lambs, $5.50(fi7.50;
$5.256.2a; fed ewes, $4.755.75.
TWO PITTSBURG CITIES
WILL BECOME

P. IYIATTEUCCI
ALL

Dealer In
KINDS OF MEN'S, WOMEN'S
AND CHILDREN'S SHOES.

First Class Repairing

a Specialty. All
Work Guaranteed.

No. 103 North

Fayvooti

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.

Hot

RELIEVES PAIN.
BUILDS UP THE SYSTEM.
CURES RHEUMATISM.

A. C. Billcke and
John S. Mitchell
Mexico

i

HOLLENBECK
HOTEL AND CAFh,

Invite their friends to make

t

better than ever.

head-

quarters at.

Location convenient and desirable. New Mexicans spending the summer on the beachen
are "welcome to feel at home iu
our hotel when visiting Los Angeles.

THE

HOLLENBECK HOTEL,
Los Angeles, Cat.
Your friendship and patronage
is appreciated.
Courtesy
and attention to guests
is a pleasure
to us.

All depot and beach line cars
stop at the Hollenbeck door.

000000COC0CC0K000
1

A
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Gas

i

at Your Elbow

Range-Fri- end

ri

i
To the hustling,
bustling,
housekeeper.
It transforms cooking tasks to
pleasant pastime and produces results which make for the better
healtn cf the family.
You can time your cooking to the
minute.
There are no failures with it.
It gives a sure, even, steady heat
that's the same yesterday, today, tomorrow always.
It Isn't like coal you DO know
what it's going to do.

2
2

Doing

GAS

RANGES

0
0

z
z

?

CONNECTED FREE.

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Co.
CORNER 4th A NO GOLD

T
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BOWLING

MELIN I & EAKIN,

Wholesale liquor and

Oar

z
z
z
2

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet ft.
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom,
South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexlc.

Eta

in

li

y

THE BEST IN TOWN

S

Per Gallon

NO. 118 WEST GOLD AVENUE.

1

See Santa Fe Agent for round
good for thirty days.

trip rates,

00000000C0040
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FIRST

CLASS.

9

W

i

CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.

I New Mexico

AT THE

I

CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.
CURES DIABETES.

FAYWOOD.

New

f

EASY TO REACH.

ACCOMMODATIONS

First Street.

Always Something

,

i

Springs

ONE.

Pittsburg""Pa., June 16. The decree
consolidating
Pittsburg and Allegheny was signed itoday by Judge
Frederick H. Collier, of the county
court, and the legality of Greater
Pittsburg is an assured fact.

-- I

:

0

Sheen Receipts, 3.000; market Is
strong;
sheep,
3.506.25; yearlings, $66.50; lambs, $5.507.30.

r

'

IF

will come here, we will
do business in short order.

TELEGRAPHIC

o

i

III

111

Ten Dollar Suit Man

ur

All For SicitLcIhood

Many

a Man, in looking at our lines of Suits at this price, has said:
"Well, I never would have taken them for Ten Dollar Suits."

clean-minde-

Mow Man Makes His

Globe-Democr-

16, 190f

Our Ten Dollar Suits

8

St. Louis voted by large majority to Issue bonds for
Improvements, In the amount of $11,200,001). St. Ixiuls is
a great city. It has also a great paper, the Globe Democrat, In that paper, of Thursday's issue, Is an editorial on
"Statehood at Last," and In that editorial are two great
assertions. One of these assertions Is a great error, a
stupendous exhibition of want of Information or want of
candor, either of which Is almost inconceivable In the
greatest metropolitan daily of the west.
The assertion Is: "Combined, Arizona and New Mexico
are not half as latge as the forthcoming state of Oklahoma will be." Here are the facts. The Standard Dictionary gives the nrea of Oklahoma, 39,030 square miles;
Indian Territory, 31,4"0 square miles; making 70,430
square miles for the two combined. The same dictionary
gives New Mexico 122.D80 square miles; Arizona li.
square miles; the two combined, 235,600 square miles.
Beverldge gives the combined area of the two territories
at a little less than the dictionary does, his figures being
235,380. How In the name of all that Is wonderful the
Globe Democrat, when New Mexico alone Is nearly twice
as large as the Ftate of Oklahoma will be How could
that paper say that Arizona and New Mexico comb'ned
are not half as laige ns the new Oklahoma will be? It
passeth all understanding.
The second assertion made by the Globe Democrat is
great In the lesson It teaches to the people of New Mexico and Arizona. This Is the pregnant assertion: "In any
event, however, Oklahoma and Indian Territory come In.
This is the only part of the statehood bill that the coun
try has any especial interest in." Add to this assertion
of the
the statement made by Cannon
speaker of the house of representatives. In his reply to
Mark Smith. He said:
"The coming Into the union of Oklahoma and Indian
Territory meets my approval. If I had my choice and
were supreme, I would Infinitely prefer to see Oklahoma
and Indian Territory to come in separately with an aggregate population of two and one-ha- lf
millions, with
four senators, rather than to see New Mexico and Arizona
come together and God knows, rather than to see them
come singly with about 300,000 population and four senMcNeil.
ators."
The following musical selections
Then, too, we must remember, it was to this same
will be rendered:
Organ Prelude Triumphal March
Speaker Cannon's bull dog tenacity, his absolute refusal
. , .'
From Naemun
to give way to opponents in the house and to a practically iOOOOOOXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXKt
Anthem "Jubelato Wko"
unanimous senate, that we owe even the possibility of
Dudley Buck
statehood which the bill now presents. But for his tenaA towering shaft of granite, visible for miles around
city, New Mexico and Arizona would have been kicked from the little town of Centerville, Pa., has been erected Vocal Solo From Messiah. .. Handee
Mrs. E. L Washburn.
out of the bill, with great force and scant courtesy. Yet to the memory of one of its residents, by himself. He Offertory.
even he is opposed to the admission of New Mexico and has had $35,000 his whole fortune and the result cf a Organ Postlude "Offertory in D....
Arizona as separate states.
lifetime's toil put into it. And there It stands, cold.
Clark
Y. P. S. C. at 7 p. m.; evening ser
To the erronlous statement of the
as solitary and useless, a lasting testimonial to the love
to our territorial area, we may reply In the impassioned less, lonely bachelor who spent his life In building not vice at 8 o'clock, topic" of sermon,
language of Senator Beveridge concerning the proposed for others but for himself alone. Man is a monument Walking in the Light," Rev, J. W.
McNeil. The music will be as
state of Arizona:
builder. From the cradle to the grave he, consciously T.
follows:
"Arizona, second in size and eminent In wealth or unconsciously, writes his epltajih and traces the prine Organ
among the states of the greatest nation, Arizona, he must leave on a chnnging world. Man builds In his Anthem Prelude Osterholdt.
"Rock of Ages" Budley Buck
standing midway between California and Texas, three own image. His work is his monument. The more love,
Quartet.
giant commonwealths guarding the republic's southwestthe more reaching out in sympathy with his brother Offertory "Now Vanish Before the
ern border; Arizona, scattering with one hand the fruits workers, that goes into his work, the more beneficent,
Holy Beams."
of the Tropics and with the other hand the products of the more enduring his monument. A granite man leaves Vocal Solo "Blest Are the Pure In
Haydn
Heart
the Temperate Zone; Arizona, youngest of the Union nnd only a granite mark.
Martha Brown Gibbs.
the fairest; how proud of her her citizens would be; how
Horace wrote of his odes: "I have built a monument OrganMrs.
Postlude Arthur- Page.
proud of her the American people would be; how Just a more lasting than brass and higher than the pyramids,
place she would hold in the nation's councils."
which neither storms In their fury nor the flight of time UNIQUE WAY OF CELE
But to the statement of the Globe Democrat that the can crumble." And truly, for his writings, like the paint
BRATING ANNIVERSARY
country has no Bpedal Interest In the admission of New ings and buildings of the masters, endure not only as an
'Conn., June 16. Today is
Meriden,
Mexico and Arizona even combined; the assertion of everlasting monument to the author himself, but to na- one
of
most Interesting days of
the
Speaker Cannon, who has been the greatest friend of tions as well. Every scientist whb has given the world the Centennial
celebration
of this
the "Greater Arizona;" and the fact which cannot be new knowledge, every philosopher who has popularized town. Merlden was incorporated as
disputed, that the mighty east and the rapidly increasing an uplifting thought, every philanthropist who has a separate town on April lti.1806. nnd
central section alike oppose the separate entrance Into widened the range of human love have built monuments the first town meeting was held on
the Union of the two remaining territories these facts that tower far heavenward forever. And every man, no that lay. This first town meeting was
which all must see and no man may change, cannot be matter how humble, who gives a son and trains him to reproduced at the town hall this mornanswered. They must be accepted with the lesson they carry on his usefulness in the world, has built to himself ing in a most elaborate manner and
strict adherance to historical
teach, and that lesson is: If New Mexico and Arizona a monument more lasting than granite or brass a monu- with
facts, so far as known.
do not now enter the Union their entrance will probably ment greater than all of the art and all of the literature
The men who assumed the parts of
not be known during the life of the present generation.
which man has produced. Statesmen or shepherds, great the historical persons constituting the
artists or humble workers it matters not! Those men membership of Meriden's first town
are the princes of the world who leave an Indelible In- meeting, were dressed in the costumes
of that period and presented a picThere is no question but the president will sign the fluence for good behind them.
turesque appearance, as they marched
mrougn the streets ot the town hall,
statehood bill in the form that passed congress. The
escorted by the
people of New Mexico and Arizona are going to have the
Putnam .Phalanx
dressed in colonial uniforms.
chance of coming In as a joint state or staying out for
The cast of the reproduction was as
years. We have always believed that New Mexico and
follows: Moses Arnes, of Chesb'e,
Arizona should be admitted as single states but at the
Waldemar G. Hirschfeld; Amos White,
same time we have left no doubt that if separate statetown clerk, the Rev. Arthur W, Shaw;
hood were denied and Joint statehood offered we would
George W. Stanley, moderator, Hugh
urge the voters to accept the jointure.
F. Hagarty; Master Griswold, William
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX1
C. Brown; the Rev. Erastus Ripley,
It Is wholly unsatisfactory for one who prizes the
Bertha Poole, writing in the Independent, gives In Dr. J. A. Hill; Absolom Boyce. Albert
privileges of self government to live in a territory. The
people of New Mexico and Arizona are as fit to govern the following graphic sketch a glimpse of life and A. Gustine; Ebenezer Prlndle, Frank
L. Burleigh; Herodotus Peck, Sherthemselves as any people in the United States. Now that death in an American sweatshop.
"Six cents, lady." I took a pair of men's trousers man F. Johnson; Deacon Mitchell,
the chance 1b to be offered them they should not decline.
Alfred B. Savage; Jehu Preston. Har
Now that Oklahoma and Indian Territory have been from the pile on the floor and looked at the quaint little old L. Wheatly.
was
slowly
rocking
high
figure
in
She
chair.
back
the
admitted as a single state there will be no hurry about
All parts were In competent hands
years old, living quite and the meeting
the admission of Arizona and New Mexico if they refuse an old German woman, sixty-fowas exceedingly Into come in Jointly. Eastern influence is strongly against alone, in a little room ten by twelve, In a rear tenement. teresting to the large number of spec.the admission, of these territories, the cation Is tired of Her bead, with Its black crocheted kerchief, nodded gen- tators. The dialogue, speeches, etc.,
had to be supplied and there was
Ihe long statehood clamor" and It may be regarded as cer- tly as I examined the sewing:
"Yes; that is what they pay; six cents for nmsning. considerable latitude In introducing
tain that not for many years will a congress seriously
All historical refernot good comedy.
consider the question of the admission of the remaining two hours' sewing on each pair. But the boss does my ences, however, were correct and in
in
quickly,
rheumatism
t.dded
"the
that,"
know
she
territories. Perhaps when Alaska, Porto Rico, Hawaii
They harmony with historical facts.
and the Philippines are ready to come In New Mexico and hands makes me slow. Girls work much faster.
the EXHIBITION GIVEN BY
lady
Does
In
think
not
the
time.
half
that
finish
Arizona may get In too.
He lets me take the work home, now that
CINCINNATI
TURNVEREIN.
For a half century and more New Mexico has been boss kind
Cincinnati, Ohio, June 16. To celetrying to get Into the union as a state. She may try for I am old, and the noise of the machine bothers my head.
anniversary of
brate the twenty-fift- h
half a century more if she refuses the chance that is If it were not for his kindness I should starve.
"Yes, the lady is right It makes a difference In thee its establishment the Northsido Turn- offered her now. Even should Arizona refuse, should
win give a great schauturnen
New Mexico agree to the Joint statehood Idea, go on and pay. Eight cents tor those who work in tne snop anu verein
or exhibition of gymnastics at the
enough
v. hat can you do?
not
Is
me.
six
There
But
for
hold her convention and present her case at the short sesleague lia.se Ball park this afternoon.
sion, there is a possibility of her coming In. But beyond work for the young, lady the old have no change. Often The various Turner societies of Cinam
I
I
today,
get;
then, like
can
fine pair Is all the work
cinnati, Covington and Newport have
this congress there is no hope for years.
given eight pair to finish before night.
been invited to take part and will
New Mexico is republican, the congress is republi"What are the hours? Why, lady, that depends upon be represented by largo delegations
can, the nation is republican. Let New Mexico adopt the
I
order,
summer,
a
is
season.
rush
Ia
when there
of their best gymnasts. Tonight there
program the national congress has laid down for her. the
In the morning till nine at night, but in will be a big banquet at Northside
five
work
from
Let her accept jointure and then, if Arizona Is against
winter it is too told the hands do not early get over Tinner ha!:. Tomorrow the celebraIt, let her rally all her forces and adopt a wise constitu
I
must work much, later till midnight tion will be continued by holding a
tion and present it to congress. All slates have been ad- the stiffness and
"Volksfest" at tho Zoo. Children's
games, gymnastic exhibitions, living
mitted on jx.litical grounds almost entirely. The republi- and after.
One
it is in
"No,
would
think.
lady
as
as
hard
tho
pictures nnd dancing will be tho princongress
can
is exceedingly likely to let in republican
gets accustomed t" all things, and I have sewed all my cipal feat MP s of the feet.
New Mexico. The Optic.
lift first in the old country and th"n lure In Chicago,
Mr. an. Mrs Kd Johnson, Mr. and
years.
for till of thirty-ii-.-eon and daughter Kadi-"If only one c inM he smiv of the rent. Tho house- Mrs lin.'
Allison compose a
Tlit Citizen welcomes into the statehood ranks two man (owner) is viy lin I, bit' he must have his money, el. ando;'
pat ty
will leave Mull-- r
who
is
il
each
vcr,
not
easy
two
uu.i
f:nd
till
of
ii
dollars
such powerful forces as the Santa Fe New Mexican and
ti
day mom
t.
Canyon, about
Spring
Meat
the Las Vegas Optic. These two papers were not in nn iitli. The lady ci !i see how fine must be careful.
t
v mi!
south of Albuquerque,
favor of joint statehood so long as tbey had ar.y hope is rot possible, nor mill; fi r tho coffee, hut always there where lb. w ill pitch t heir tents and
of individual statehood. They now sel; that it Is jo;nt is i:e meal a d'tv. v.i.l often tw- -.
euj y 1',,.
mountain watt r and
"The hunger d
not tntik" the heart ache, lady. It he s,.:-- for
Ktati boo or none at all for many years to come; and
of the .huge pine trees
.
lhr
with the devotion to the MHithwvM tor which l In y i,ic Is for my child that I cry. Is it not strange that the nuilour weeks. M. C. Tur-i- ;
irri.'i'. will leave 'I'm
always been charactered, they have buckled on their el. hie should kill her' She was voting, only forty, and ner, tieto s.
his vacation in the same
armor and taken their places in the very forefront of the had worked but thir.y years. Yet it killed her. lady. Yes day
canyon.
lit did. The maeni.ie killed h r: the fastest worker in
battle.
'
The Citizen lr. another part of this column, tvpre-duce- the shop. The ma-- l in,, speaks (ilways the same, and he
TCO LATE TO CLARIFY
an aUe article from the Optic. The N'ew Mexcan spt aks true, ! di lit? I did i'!' "
finger:.
fell
needle
tveniY.'ng
The
the
swollen
fritu
is equally pronounced.
Its utterance lias no umcr'aiu
I'he eld woman bui d her fai e in the rough woolen pantrs FOR sai.i: Horse. 21 8 South Wal- sound. The following is quoted:
ter -' ,.'
The hopes, the work, the prayers of fifty long y ars lie was finishii:'-- '.
roil SAl.i; Ibiiisehold goods; refrig-i.n- gon behalf of statehood of the people of New Mexico, have
era'o;-cot, etc. lt'15 WilMUCH DESIRED SUITOR.
been answered favorably at last by a republican eongre.-.-s
li.Ml'S Out of LT.o women who sought his hand but one met U)ST A
and a republican president. The courtesy has been
rker's fountain pen in a
leatl.,'1- ),,, ii r. Return to this ll'N.CO
to the people of New Mexico and Arizona to de- the fancy (if lone'y John Hailoian, of Jersey City, who
and i
owns
reward.
worth of real (state and has been advertis
cide for themselves whether they will accept
now that it has been offered to them. To refuse the gift, ing for a wife for the last year. Lonely John is o'l years
just Received Elbow Length Silk
the greatest that can be bestowed upon uny people, would fif age. He has t,ent most of his life before the mavt. Clove; vl and $2 Der pair.
be nothing short of folly. The New Mexican, which has He received hundreds of letter and dozens of applicants
LION STORE.
taken the patriotic stand for single statehood for New railed. The women were too old, too young, too gay or
Wanted,
a
team, to
bowling
Mexico under its present name until the last ditch, Is too unlet. At a ball given by a lodge of the Shepherds of beat
Bethlehem, however. John Hal'oian niel th till who ing the Arhdavits, at the West Bowlnow ready to lend Its voice and its Influence for the acAlleys.
ceptance of Joint statehood by New Mexico and Arizona suited him Miss Adele iviers of West lloboken and
Trv
a Citizen Want ad.
became engaged to her.
under the conditions of the Hamilton bill Just passed.
hard-workin-
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Christian Science Services In the
Woman's club rooms In the Commercial Club building, corner Gold aveSays a recent writer who has traveled much: "The nue and Fourth street, at 11 o'clock a
American husband is the best husband In the world." ni. Sunday school at 9:45 a. in.
It Is a true statement, as every
person
St. Paul's Lutheran Church Rev.
knows. There are exceptions, of course many of them. E. Aloser, pastor. Corner of Sixth
Sunday
But, take hltn all In all, the cverago head of a family In street and Silver avenue.
this country is the best type of husband extant and an school at 9:30; German service and
exemplar to the whole world of husbands. As a bread- sermon at. 11 a. m.; English Bervice
8
winner, provider, protector, true man and husband, he and sermon in the evening at o'clock
Is to his family as the shadow of a great rock in a weary
Christian Church Corner of Gold
land. Behind him as a strons barrier are safely sheltered avenue and Broadway. Ernest E.
wife and babies. He stands between them and the whole Crawford, minister; residence removed to 311 South Arno. Sunday school,
world.
lo a. in.; sermon on "Tho TransfigurIs he appreciated? Advice to husbands Is common ation"
at, U o'clock; Christian Enenough, and the plaint of unappreciated wives is voiced deavor, T:4o p. m.; evening
worship
hy many writers.
What of unappreciated husbands? at 8 o'clock.
who
appreciation
some
wives who fall In their
There are
0
Highland
Methodist Church 312
do not know. They are discontented and moan about
pas
South
Arno
street.
their "humdrum lot." They dream of Independence or tor. Preaching, 11 a.J. M. Sollle,
in., subject, "A
of a' career. They little realize what the effort of mere
Inely Portrait In An Ualonely
bread-gettin- g
means. It would be a fine preparation for France."
At 8 p. m., subject "The
married life If every girl could get a touch of the strug- Last Battle." Sunday school at 9:43
gle for mere existence. There would bo fewer critical a. m. Senior League at 7 p. m. Strang'
If the wife knew what it means ers made welcome.
and complaining
to make a living, and had endured the strife and lndigni
First Methodist Episcopal Church
tics of the woman who faces the world alone.
Kev. J. C. Uollins,
D., pastor. Sun
Every woman should understand that if she has an day school meets l.
at 9:45; morning
d
husband, who does worship at 11 a. m., with sermon by
honest,
his best, she has the greatest gift outside of herself the the pastor, "Personal Hold Upon the
gods can give.
The husband gives himself freely. Word." Special music at this service;
When the family bills are paid he has little left to spend Organ Prelude in F. from Hesse.
Juudmann
on his personal tastes. But If his family is grateful he Offertory "Ava Maria
does not. care. On the other hand It is hard, if after he Postlude in C from Costa. 7
Epworth League meets at
o'clock
has done his utmost he is met by Ingratitude or the hint
evening service, mis congrega
:o
ap
of reproach that he might have done better. The
tion will unite in the opening exer
preciated husband finds It easy to do and dare for those clses at the Presbyterian church at
he loves. But If he misses appreciation he misses all 8 o'clock, strangers cordially welthat life has for him. The wife who has a strong, pure comed and the public invited. The
and manly man to offer as shield against the slings and church is located on the corner of
arrows of outrageous fortune ought to bend her soul in Lead avenue and South Third street
thankfulness to God and her husband every day of
Congregational and Baptist Services
her life.
Congregational church on Broadway
at the end of the viaduct, Rev. J. W.
Uarron, pastor. Sunday school at 9:45;
0000XXXXXC0XXXXXXXXXXXXX3C00
morning service at 11 o'clock, topic of
sermon, "Puolic Opinion," Rev. J. W.

W. T. McCREIGHT
Business Manager
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Grand Central Hotel
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$1.50

Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city
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LOUDON'SHume JERSEY FARM
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F. C. PRATT

CO.
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Co.'s
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Granite Flour.
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ALBUQUERQUE PLANING
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Staple and Fancy
Groceries.
Large.

Jry Rooms. Prices Very Rea. Hillsl'oro Creamery Butter
sonab'e.
Karth.
MRS. OWEN

DINSDALE,
Proprietor.

Bett

g

here. Door and Window j
y
screens made to order.

.)

STAGE TO JEMEZ SPRINGS
is prepared
Tint undersigned
to
make trips to nnd from the celebratinAny
on ed JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS.

formation desired can be secured
from tieorpe. H. Moore, No. 113 West
Free Delivery. ltaliroad avenue.
Orders Solicited.
JAMES T. JOHNSTON.
South Second Street.

SATURDAY,

JUNE

ALBUQUEKQUE

16, 1906.
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DOMESTIC TANGLE AT PHOENIX
E. Greenwood, Her Brother,

:er affections

Husband From Capturing

SLUNK

1

I'hoe-xInvites Irate Brother to Dinner.
int city fiom a brief visit to Bister,
Cobun, who knew him, having met
by his
Ariz.. acoompanK-it m often when the former huslotml
rs. David Saq.ul, and thereby Is
Mr9. Saqul, met Mr.
a confused domestic relation of the ipresent
and invited
rarely happens uutslde tne cuv Greenwood pleasantly,
Greenwood, not
him out to dinner.
s of a modern novel,
intending to lose sight of his man, accepted
the Invitation, and during the
Chapter 1.
walk to the house, and at the dinner
motortnan,
formerly
a
Saqul,
David
table, kept a steady eye on Cobun, Inid later a rejiorter on an afternoon tending to use a little instrument that
In
Ariz.,
that
arrived
Phoenix,
In
iper
bulged suspiciously In his hip pockty pome few months ago, bringing et, if Cooun gave him an opening or
age
In
girl
girl
wife,
a
his
iih him
cause.
id appearance, although but recently
Takes Sister to Alamogordo.
voiced.
An occasion for the Use of the hip
Appears.
Divorced Hu6band
pocket instrument, however, did not
They settled down to housekeeping arise, for upon their arrival at the
as
happy
the
id for a while were as
house, Mrs. Saqul entered into a spirThen, one ited discussion, together with Cobun,
overbial turtle-doveupon
the
ty, another man appeared
with her brother, Mr. Greenwood, conene. His name was Oobun, and cerning the domestic tangle, and beformer
develoied that he was the
ing in all a sensible little woman, deisband of Saqui's girl wife.
spite her tendencies to let her heart
run away with her head, and finding
Takes Up Abode With Saquis.
,
Shortly after his arrival in Phoe-x- that her brother was adamant, agreed
strange to relate, he took up Ihls to return to Alamogordo with him,
departed on
oodo witn the Saquis, as their star and consequently they
oarder. Nothing but trouble could Thursday evening for that city, are expected to result, from such an riving there yesterday.
nnatural combination of domestic
Two Husbands Lett Behind.
3latlonshlps, and it was not long In
On the depot platform, as the train
aming.
bearing Mr. Greenwood and his sisWife Turns to First Husband.
ter, Mrs. Saqui, steamed out, stood
a
In
itself
manifested
Trouble fl"t
two men, at opposite ends of the platgirl
Saqui's
preference
of
tarked
form, however, waving goodby to Mrs.
Ife for her former husband. The re- Saqul, one waving a farewell to his
gions of the trio rapidly became wife, and the other a farewell to his
ore strained until one day Cobun, former wife.
ho was much larger and stouter
Saqui's Eventful Life.
tan Saqul, assaulted the latter, the
Mr. Saqui, the second and present
Indifferently.
ife looking on
husband of Mr. Greenwood's sister,
ha8 had rather an eventful life, aside
Saqui's Action Manly.
Saqui's love for his girl wife rap-ll- from his recent martial experience. A
cooled, but he desired to restore couple of years ago, while employed
er to her people, and accordingly as a street car motornian, a man
drove In front of the car he was opft Paoenlx a few days ago for
where ho met Mr. oreen-lOod- , erating, at the corner of Washington
a brother of Mrs. Saqul, and street and First avenue. They buried
onflded to him the true state of
the man the next day.
Later Kills Four Mexicans.
Mr. Greenwood, a western cat- Although Saqui was in no wise to
leman. and, naturally a man of
lilame for this accident, he resigned
did not waste much time In
his position as motorman, and went
what should be done.
to Douglas, Ariz., where he secured
Greenwood Enters the Game.
He packed a erip hastily, and he a position with the railroad company.
Saqul, Soon he was promoted to the position
Mr.
id his brother-in-law- ,
arded the next train for Phoenix, of engineer of the local switch engine.
One night he backed his engine into
Tivlng there Wednesday, June
reenwood, upon his arrival In Phoe-x- , an alley, where Ave Mexicans, full iof
went about the business in hand the Juice that cheers, had lain down
a very orderly, but determined on the railroad track and gone to
sleep. When the physicians, hastily
anner.
summoneu, arrived, only one utexlcan
Didn't Want to Kill Cobun.
He called at tne sheriff's office and was taken out alive.
Goes Back to Phoenix.
a.ted t'i errand. He said that he
Saqui, convinced tnat a "hoodoo-wa- s
ould Me to accomplish It quietly
on him, then and there resolved
id peac ibly, but that he had come
r his sister, or blood, and would never again to accept a position where
ave one or the other, adding that he he could, by any chance, kill a man by
aad no desire to kill Oobun unless accident, and, resigning his railroad
ie "latter offered serious interference position, returned to Phoenix, bringing with him his girl wife, Mr. Greenith his pans.
wood's sister, who had recently been
Greenwood Finds Cobun.
Deputy Sheriff King, of Phoenix, divorced from mer former husband,
ent with Greenwood to help him e Cobun, and secured a osltion as rethe couple, but could not find porter on a Phoenix afternoon paper,
em, they having wisely changed where he was employed at the time
elr abode during the absence or Mr. his domestic happiness was so rudely
iqui. Greenwood pursued his search shattered by the appearance upon the
one, and later in the day, found scene cf his wife s former husband.
I

it

i

i.

"Don't-no-how-

af-air-

ac-'o-

g

n

mirth-provokin- g,

lo-.t-

TWELVE SACKS OF

TRAVELING ENGINEER

CEMENT STOLEN

FOR THE BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE
WORKS AND WILL LIVE IN
PHILADELPHIA.
James Carroll, for years an engineer on the run between this city and
Winslow, and later traveling engineer
on the Santa Fe coast lines, Is in the
city, arriving here today on the limited from the east Mr. Carroll is
now in the employ of the Baldwin
Locomotive works, and will leave tomorrow evening for El Paso, where
he will receive for the El Paso &
Southwestern road about forty new
Baldwin engines and superintend putting them up for immediate use on
that road. Mr. Carroll states that
he has Just returned from the southern states, where he received for the
roads down there a number of new
Baldwin engines.
Mr. Carroll, although on the r.iad
j often, will make Philadelphia his
Mrs. Car- e and headquarters.
and the hitter's mother, who
nnd friends In Canada
3 leaving; here, are now In l'liil- phia.
hile Mr. Carroll was on the Santa
coast lines, be pot Interested In
3 copper mines in the Eagle Tail
ntains, Yuma county, Arizona. Ho
rts liaviiiR tioM hi interests in
e claims, and from the sale real-alo-

FROM JAMES McCORRISTON, WHO
REPORTS THEFT TO POLICE
A CLEW BEING FOLLOWED.

James McCorrlston, a contractor, is
shy twelve sacks of cement today as
the result of the depredations of some
thief or thieves, who last night visited
the house upon which he was going
to start work today, and helped themselves to twelve sacks of cement he
had unloaded at the house yesterday.
The police were notified as soon as
the theft of the cement was discovered and have been working on tho case
all day. Their efforts, however, have
been handicapped from the beginning
by the rather peculiar law which prevents the city officers from following
a criminal or clew outside of the city
limits. It is said the police have an
excellent clue to the thieve".
It is to be regretted that the policemen are not made deputy sheriffs,
also, so that in case they discovered
that stolen goods had been removed
from the city limits, or In case they
got on the trail of a thief, which led
them outside the limits, they Would
still have jurisdiction.
SOMETHING
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Library

We have just received
large shipment of

a

Desks, Flat and Bland lng
Desks, office Chairs, Book
Oose, Typewriter Stand
and Tables.
Wo guarantee our line to

Mlhert Faber
Albuquerque,

Railroad
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Sewing machine
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Bottle of Williams9 Liquid

FREE A

Antiseptic Shampoo with a
Bottle
of Maack's Celebrated Hair Tonic.
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look-plent-

The Williams Drug Co.
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of Business

That negotiations looking to the
.IS
summei building of an electric car line Into
represent the best workmanleading
summer by many the Highlands by a company of local
last
ship and highest class ot
promoters, headed by Colonel D. K
.engths
cabinet work. The desk you
is
i
A street railway Is being built from B. Sellers, or tho taking over of this
buy of us will not tail to
the corner of Second street and Rail-- ' company's plans by the Albuquerque
pieces in a short time, thus
company,
entirely
avenue
mills,
not
a
have
road
Traction
to the lumber
causing you much anner
distance of about a mile and a half. ceased, despite the apparent Inac
ance.
The investment amounts to many tivity of thosa Interested, at present,
Our prices are the lowest.
by
is
proposition
mado manifest
thousands of dollars.
a
proIn
will
A.
H.
be broke
Jastro, the
a few da.v made Colonel
Ground
fir the construction of a 30,000 city moter and builder of the Traction
system
nere,
building.
by Colonel
company's
Tho Colorado Tttephone company Sellers, and to which .he latter is now
has a jao.ouO exchange building In awaiting an enswtr.
course of construction
When Colonel Jastro was here, a
on North
projiosltlon was made hlra by the pro- fourth street.
'
Wnll jlaharan, tihe West Railroad moters of the proiposed car line Into
308-31- 0
Ave.,
N. AT.
avenue general merchant, U ouilding tho Highlands, by which 'he wad to
a llo.OnU store building on Railroad take over their plans end complete
avenue, between lw- - h and Sixth tho line to the mesa ast of the city,
but Colonel Jastro refused the prop- streets.
The Charles Ufeld & Co's. whole-- osltlon on the grounds that their
Vegas, Is having' plans were not feasible, that is. It
sale house, of
plans drawn by Spencer & Walling-- 1 would cost too much to build such a
fjrd for a store and office 'building to "line as they proposed, and on the ob-bbuilt on Railroad avenue. Just east Jeotlon mat tho grades in the High- of the Santa Fe trucks, on the site lands would mako the operating of
of the lucQuado carpenter shops. The electric cars dangerous, Inasmuch i
cars, coming down a steep grade
projierty U owned by the Hnning
tate, and the company will use the en Gold avenr.e out which street It
Hunlng warehouse occupying tne back was proposed to build the line, and
part of the lots as a store house for striking
sharp curve at ih? corner
goods.
The building will be 78x50 of High street and Gold avenue,
feet one story high, with walls , of which would have had to be built,
to permit the would be In Imminent danger of up- sufficient strength
wtlght of second and third stories, setting,
Colonel Sellers, who has been goshould tho company find moro room
necessary for their 'business. It will ing over the ground carefully of lite,
fa
be built of Albuquerque pressed brick. ascertaining grades. In company with
The ceiling of the large room will be a construction engineer, and who lias
so high as to allow a balcony extend alas been busy Interviewing Ihe fuu- This Wonderful
ing entirely around it., This balcony scribers to the 115,000 subsidy asl;ed
will bo ten feet wide on the sides and for by the proposed new company, has
twenty feet wide In the rear of the recently made Colonel Jastro a prop-rooMachine Sews a
and will le occupied by goods osltlon to jiay hlmr a $10,000 bonus,
on display. The offices will occupy provided he will take over their plans
tne front of the room and will be In and build the road, and adding that
Pair Half - Soles
plain view of any of the show rooms. by recent inspection of grades, he is
The cost of the building has not been of the opinion that tho line can le
determined, but it will be strictly built and operated with safety, and
in Two Minntes,
modern and the best of material will at no great coet, by running it from
be used In Its construction.
Hard the Santa Fe tracks on Railroad
floors and hard wood finish on nue, thence 'soma on Edith street,
for which We
to Gold avenue, thence to the mesa
all the Interior fixtures.
The Albuquerque Woman's club cast of the city, thus doing away with
has plans for a new building to be the former proposed sharp curve at
Charge Only
built dining the summer or fall, at a Gold avenue and High street,
proposition
This
yet
elabupon,
was
cost not
decided
mailed to Col.
but
Jastro on June 14, hut as yet wo
orate In size and fixture.
proposition
to
&
W'allingford
the
The firm cf Spencer
has been rehave finished plans for a new two ceived. Colonel Sellers stated today
story residence for Dave Weinmann, that in tde event Colonel Jastro
to be built at the corner of TIJeras
this last proposition, the presavenue and Tenth street. It will be ent plans of the new company would
constructed of cement blocks, at a be pushed forward as fast as possible,
provided the city council grants the
cost of about $8,000.
The Raynolds building, going up franchise asked for, and that ttiw roau
at. the corner of Railroad avenue anu will eventually be ouilt, as originally
Broadway, may also be included In Intended.
the summer's work, as It ie only half
completed. This building Is going to
POLICE COURT
oe a four-stor- y
structure, and Is costing In the neighborhood of $30,000.
Several drunks were In police court
All of this building, and more, too,
is planned for the summer, yet tho this morning to answer to charges of
drunk and disorderly. One was found
pessimist says that It Is dull.
guilty and given the usual five days,
while the cases of tho otners on not
FISHERMEN RETURN
guilty pleas, were continued until this 218
Opposite Postoffice
S. Second
at 5 o'clock, when the ar
TO ALBUQUERQUE afternoon
resting officers will appear against
them.
25-ce- nt
Dwight Wheeler, F. Ralphs and Jo
Because he went to sleep In a box
seph Buamgartner. who left the city
75-ce- nt
three weeks ago on a fishing exneal-- ' ''ar w,,rl t50 In gU In a little red
tton to the Nacimiento mountains.;1'' about his person, while a com
was lying beBlde him armed
have returned, and thev report
ing had a fine time. They fished at;wlln a pair of scissors, the erstwhile
the $30 is now seeking his
the headwater or the Antonio river, owner-oinvigorating to the scalp. Prevents the hair falling out. Reand on the Cebolla, and yanked ont erstwhile Trlend or the scissors, as Cooling nnd
moves and prevents dandruff. Imparts a delightful odor
many or the speckled beauties. Among 'the latter, during the night, decamped
to the hair. Your money back If not satisfactory.
s
the catch was one trout fourteeu witn the money, which he hal
long, which weighed a little fully cut roni the red belt with his
over one pound.
They ran across scissors. The officers are on the
of wild turkeys, deer and out for hIm- grouse, but it being contrary to. law
to shoot such game, they resisted the
ATTENTION, TEACHERS!
temptation to try their skill as hunts-- !
THE BLUE FRONT.
,,
..(., uuu
mAA!
Tx Vw . w,i
r,ln
.
iiui.i nan uiauo
117 West Railroad Avenue.
The County Teachers' Institute will Both Telephones.
i
aM
a
i.
two strornr nonles. and was without convene at 9 a. m. Monday, June 18,
n.nv
,.riii miHh
.Hhm.di uaii, at the school house in Old Albunuer
DO YOU WANT A GOOD SMOKEt
says in some placet they had to go'lue' The'ttw squires all teachers
to
some
atte"'1
Institute
other
up loads almost perpendicular.
!hlsor
a.,ivi-- u vy
i ri iuui lai lluaill Ul
Buy one, a dozen or a box of the
Education,
unlcsa excused by the ter
CLOSING OUT SALE.
White Lily cigars and you will reOn June 29
ritorial superintendent.
g,
We will cell out entire stock of Mil - and 30, will be held the teachers' ex- alize what an aromatic,
linery at a sacrifice, as all must be amlnatlon. This examination will be
cigar
Is. Don't
' the only one held during the year for
old by July 1st.
Judge it by Us price 5 cents for one,
first and secoud grade certificates.
THE GILBERT MILLINERY CO.
$2 for fifty, boxed but esteem It for
A. B. STROUP.
o
YOURS
FOR
TAKING
THE
County Supterlntendcnt of Schools.
what It really Is, a uniformly fine,
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL
cigar.
ROLLER FLOUR MILL FOR SALE.
EPH ANT.
Machinery,
complete,
Including
'..J
The picnic basket for sale at the boiler and engine, for
roller
Mcintosh Hardware company's store flour mill. Address, Martin Loliman
are Indispensable for outing parties. Las Cruces, X. M.
113'a WEST RAILROAD AVENUk.
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BUILDERS ARE EXTREMELY ACTIVE ARRANGE

TOWN AT NIUHT

foot-light-
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JAMES CARROLL IS

OUT OF

paper and lithographs, announcing
that tm Friday and Saturday nights,
June 15 and 1C, Kiler's Mammoth
Tent Show, producing tne famous
comedy-dratna- ,
"Rip Van Winkle,"
with great special scenic effects, and
traveling In a magnincent special car,
would play In this city.
,
True, In part to tneir announcements, the aggregation arrived in Albuquerque yesterday, in their "magnificent special car, which was a lopsided, greasy old wreck, that resembled a stock car transformed for the
time being. Into some semblance ol
a Pullman.
They pitched a small, dirty, sideshow tent, on the vacant lot beside
the Santa Fe tracks, near Railroad
avenue, their band 'paraded the streets
yesterday at noon, and last night, to
an audience of sonle 200 people, who
had been led astray by the glaring and!
seductive bill boards, the "mammoth
production, with special scenic effects, or Rip Van Winkle," was presented.
the poor lamented
Ye Gods!
Joo Jefferson have known what was
was going on Inside of that tent, he
would have turned over In his grave,
In sheer disgust.
The stage was about six feet high,
and maybe as many wide, elevated
some five feet: above the ground. The
actors (?) In making .their entrances
and exits, Jumped down, or clamliered
up, this five feet. It was graceful.
The "special scenic effects" consisted cf a dingy gasoline light In the
back part of the tent, two sickly gasoline lights for
and a candle or two as border lights.
The wheezy orchestra strummed
out a piece, the drop curtain, hand
,
painted, by the famous artist,
' rattled
up, and "Rip Van
Wdnkle" was commenced. Just what
and actorincs were enthe ham-fat- s
deavoring to say, no. one In the pitiful hunch of Albuquerqueans who had
been so ruthlessly gulled, knew, for
the rattle of the passing freight trains
and switch engines, drowned all
speeches.
However, things quieted down in
the railroad yards alter a time, nnd
voices could be heard.
the ham-fat'- s
Then one wished the trains would
start up again.
Some one In the rear hit tihe base
drum a whack.
"Heavlngs!"
Gretchen.
screamed
"how the storm rages." A snicker
went through the audience.
And thus it went, until the flnar
curtain relieved the agjny of the performance.
Just prior to the final curtain, a
rough-neck- ,
with a voice like a ripsaw, mounted the dinky stage, thanked the people for their liberal patronage and applause, (whereupon, a veritable roar of laugnter shook the
moth-eatetent), ana announced "the
great
entertaining
special concert, to take place Immediately after the last act of the present
piece, all for the insignificant sum
of fifteen cents: The ticket sellers
will now pass among you. Don't fall
to get your tickets lor the big concert."
A darkey, with more money than
brains, and a drunken Irishman,
bought tickets the rest filed out,
amid a graveyard silence.
And tnus Kiler's "Mammoth Tent
Show, producing with epeclal scenic
tffects. Rip Van Winkle," came to
an inglorious end. In Albuquerque, for
in keeping with the aggregation,
w hich In plain English, was one of the
rottenest exhibitions, til in all, of the
hlstronic art that has ever been witnessed in our city, they "folded
their tents, like tht Arabs, and as
"silently stole away," in the dark
hours of the night, failing to remem
ber that they were billed for tonight
again, which, perhaps, is Just as well,
for several cases of decayed ggs had
already been ordered for tonight by
last night's patrons.
In New Mexico
there is a law
against obtaining money under false
pretenses, and had the officers of the
law been ooing their duty last night,
some twelve or fifteen rank amateurs.
ham-fat- s
with
and actorines, who,
fifty
monumental nerve, charged
cents general admission and twenty-fivcents extra for reserved seats, vo
"performance,
witness
their punk
would have been behind the liars to
day, instead of wending their way, in
special car, to some
their stock-yardother town, there to lake the. gullible
inhabitants, even as were our towns
people du-last night.
Kven the health laws were ruth
lessly broken last night, fur anything
as rotten should long since have been
purled.
Though the
is g lie, the stench
remains.

Coluin, the cause 'of all the trouble,
H Greenwood., a well known cattle-to
at
work in a Phoenix plumbing sh.p.
has
returned
Alamogordo.
an of
,
lls-ose- d

DESKS FOR THE BUSY MAN

ANOTHER OFFER

Is Talking About.

For some day past the bi,. boards
This year promises to bo
of the city have been covered with one In building, with thlv

sister to alamogordo

agmn-tak- es

MAKE COL JASTRO

FOR CONSTRUCTION

THE CRY

Winkle Last Night.

Also of Alamogordo, to Prevent Mrs. Saqui's

Divorced
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When Eiler's Aggregation of Much Evidence That Pessimist Promoters of Highland Car
Line Offer Him $10,000
Doesn't Know What He
Hamfats Played Rip Van
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The telephone preserves your
health, prolongs your life and
protects your home.

and the worries fewer.
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE
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t
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THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
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Trimble

Co., Agents, Albuquerque.

TO THE LADIES:

weather i liere too warm to wash and Iron. Send your
Vo will laundry them corSlilit Waiiits nnd Whit Dresses to us.
rectly iuui will deliver them to you in a nice ly x tny will Lot be
crushed or wrinkled. Domestic or j;Ut'3 finish.
Hot

:

Back of PoBtoffice.
Call the Red Wagons.
Auto., 319; Colo., Red 148.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

Imperial Laundrv Go.

EVENING

CITIZEN AND GET THE NEWS

,4lh
fa!-- "

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE 8IX.
The result has ieen
ransportatlon.
eminently satisfactory. The work has
been done moro promptly, at a saving
of money hitherto paid to the contractors and at no additional cost for
ew wagons or horses or additional
men. The system will be permanotnly
donted. and the War department, in
its local transportation, will hereafter
be independent of contractors.

IRON WEDDING
CELEBRATION
AT POTSDAM

EVENING CITIZEN.

SATURDAY, JUNE

.

Years of Married

HUMBLE SERVANT

c&smo.
..the
Vaudeville Biit

GIRL

WAGE LAW EFFECTIVE
TODAY IN MASSACHUSETTS. ELIZABETH ROLPH LED THE DIS
Itoston, Mass., June 16. The new
FRANCHISED WORKINGMEN OF
oi
aw relative to the assignment
HAMBURG IN DESPERATE BATwages, which was passed in the last
WITH THE SOLDIERS AND
TLES
went
session of the state legislature,

Life-Husb- and

is
NOW

93

AND

WIFE

effect yesterday. It aims to prevent
the practices of numerous dealers who
sell goods on Installments, and who
are not very particular in explaining
he conditions to their customers at
he time of making the sale. Natural
ly, it affects all dealers who sell goods
this plan and it Is considered quite
a burden by them, although It does
not interfere with their business as
it does with that of the
concerns, under the new law no as
signment of future wages shall be
alld for a period exceeding two years
from the date thereof, nor unless made
to secure a delit actually contracted
prior to or simultaneously with the
execution of said assignment. The law
urronnds the assignment of wages
with numerous safeguards to protect
the working classes, who, more than
others, purchase goods on the install
ment plan.
n

IS

86

Much Other News of Interest
From Many Parts of
the World.
ltorlln, June Hi. An unusual
took place the other day at
who
lVtR,lani when Herr Ferse.
boosts the proud title of "Master Carpenter to the imperial Court," and his
wife celebrated their "Iron wedding,'
which means the seventieth anniversary of their wedding day. The old
graybeard, who is a favorite at court,
is 93 years of age, and his wife 86.
Emperor William made the venerable
couple a present of two finely decorated vase from the royal porcelain
The Crown prince sent a
factory.
diamond pin and the Prince Eital
Frlendrlch appeared in person to offer
his congratulations. Prince Hohenlche
conferred the order of his house upon
the "iron" bridegroom, and the garrison commander of Potsdam sent two
framed in
magnificent oil paintings
oak. From all parts of the country
letters and telegrams of congratulation arrived for the lubllars and dur
ing the day and evening hundrera of
their numerous friends and acquaintances called to express their congratulations and best wishes.
fes-ilvl-

FIVE CAPTAINS TO RETIRE
UNDER AGE LIMITATION.
Washington, D. C, June 16. Five
captains of the navy are to be conaid
ered for retirement from the active
list, under section 8 of the Navy Per
sonnel law of 1899, the retirements to
take effect on July 1.
Among those who have applied for
consideration under this law is Cap
tain William Sturtewant Moore, who
has been the head of the department
of steam engineering at the Boston
navy yard for more than one year.
CaDtain Moore was a classmate of
Rear Admiral Charles W. ltae, chief of
the bureau of steam engineering of
the navy, being one of the members
of the first class of cadet engineers
appointed at the Naval Academy. Cap
tain Moore is recognized as an otll-ceability.
of superior engineering
During his many years of service he
was on five different occasions detail
ed for duty at the bureau of steam en
Slneering, on which duty he spent
more than ten years, and he had
much to do with the designing and
of the steam, electrical and
He
.vilier machinery for warships.
.ali o served several years on Inspection
duty, where the making, forging and
.machining of steel plating, ingots and
other material for the navy was in
progress.
At the time of President Garfield's
assassination he was detailed for spe
cial duty at the White House as one
of the officials In attendance upon the
president and his family. His years
xit sea duty have also been many; in
fact, he has been almost constantly
employed ever since he was appointed
a cadet. When the Navy Personnel
law was enacted he was transferred
from the engineer corps to the line
corps. When retired he will make his
home at the old homestead, which re
cently came into his possession, fol
lowing the death of his father, the
r

"cut-throa-

t"

THE GENERAL SLOCUM
DISASTER RECALLED.
New York, Juno 16. The anniver
sary of the Gen. Slocura disaster,
which occurred two years ago yester
day, was observed In this city in an
Impressive smanncr. Memorial services
were held at St. Mark's church in East
Sixth street and were attended by
hundreds of people who had lost rela
tives In the catastrophe.
In the afternoon there were exer
cises at the monument, which was
erected last year over the graves of
the unknown dead in the Lutheran
cemetery at Middle Village, I I. The
monument stands on St. Marks hill,
one of the most commanding elevations In he cemetery grounds. Sev- ral thousands people were present
at the exercises. Memorial addresses
were delivered.
The excursion steamer General Slo- cum having on excursion party of the
Sunday school of St. Mark s church,
mostly women and children, on board,
caught fire while steaming up East
river on June 15, 1904, and burned to
the water's edge, after being run into
shallow water at North Brother Isl
per
and. One thousand and thirty-on- e
sons were burned or drowned, while
66 persons were more or less severely
Capt. William H. Van
Injured.
Schalck, the master of the Gen. Slo
cum, the pilot, Frank A. Darnaby,
Henry Lundberg, assistant local In
spector of steamboats, and several
others, in some way connected with
the disaster were tried, but only Capt.
Van Schalck was punished by being
deprived of his license.

ANNIVER
SARY CELEBRATED.
Medford, Mass., June 16. In com
memoration of the 75th anniversary
of the settlement of Medford literary
exercises will be held in the opera
house this afternoon. The Rev. Ne
hemlah Boynton of Brooklyn, N. Y.
will deliver the oration and Dr. Wil
liam Everett of Qulncy, Mass., will
read the poem which was written
for this occasion by Mrs. Daniel A,
Gleason of West Medford. Addresses
will he delivered by a number of
prominent speakers. The music will
be in charge of Professor I.eo. K.
Jjewls, of Tufts college. In the even
ing there will be a banquet in the
Armory building, nt which Mayor
Dwyer will preside.
Tomorrow will bo school children s
day. In the forenoon exercises will be
held in all the grammar schools and
in the afternoon there will bo exer
cises at the opera house. In the even
lng the high school pupils will take
part in a memorial celebration nt the
opera house. In the afternoon the
Itev. Dr. Moore.
Sons of the American Revolution will
dedicate a tablet to the memory of
CIVILIAN
VS.
SOLDI ER
Governor Brooks. The exercises will
FRANCISCO
AT SAN
take place in front of the bank build
San Francisqo, Cal., June 16. There ing on High street.
are signs of trouble in this city, al
thought the disturbance is not de FINALS PLAYED TODAY IN
BIG LAWN TENNIS MEET.
stined to attract much attention out
Ijondon, June 16. The finals In the
aide the army service. It all comes
about through the decision of General great international lawn tennis con
Greely. who is in command of the test for the Davis International Lawn
military situation here, to put the Tennis cup began yesterday In the
club, Wim
general sanitary work in charge of courts of the
civilians instead of army medical ofli bledon. The Doherty Brothers will
of the
cers. He has accordingly relieved defend the cup against the pairs
teams. Yesterday t le doub
from this important duty the army contesting
v.
surgeon who established and who has lea ere played, and tomorrow and
Monday will see the finish of the sin
been maintaining the sanitary regula gles.
tions which have resulted, it is said
by medical officers, in preserving the
Scratch!
Itch!
Itch!
health of a community living under Scratch! Scratch! Itch!
more you
conditions which were at. all times scratch the worse The
itch. Try
menacing and at any time likely to Dean's Ointment. It the
'piles, ec
get beyond the control of the physi zema, any skin itching.cures
All druggists
surgeons
army
worked
The
cians.
sell it.
hard in the establishment of field
iiospitals, free dispensaries and other WALTER WELLMAN AND HIS
.aids to the public health; they fee
PARTY OFF FOR NORWAY
that they should still have charge of Paris, June 16. Walter Wellman
the general sanitary situation in ban and the remaining members of his
Francisco. The fact that this respon Arctic expedition, has left Farls for
slblllty has been transferred to civi Tromsoe, Norway. Previous to his
lian physicians has occasioned some departure, Wellman said he was sure
little feeling among the army sur that the balloon features of his a.r- geons, especially as there has been no ship were the finest ever constructed
occasion for complaint, and, on the but mechanically not perfect, owing
contrary, the work of the army medi to strikes and the short time available
val corps in San Francisco from the However, they are good, and he ha
day of the earthquake has elicited faith in the success of h,is trip.
the warmest praise on every side. The
lias come
heartiest commendation
from San Francisco physicians, who
appreciated the value of the gratultou
work of the army medical officers.
farter the circumstances, General
tlreely'g action is regarded by the
army medical otllcers as unfortunate
in that it may create the impression
Rich, luscious custard that melts
that the army medical departmen
in your mouth
the real tiling.
lined to do Us full duty.
SEVENTY-FIFT-

Are You Fond
of Custard?
Then

try

this

recipe with

THE ARMY CONTRACTOR
Carnation Cream. You can use
AND THE QUARTERMASTER
Washington, D. C, June 16. Th
iirmy quartermasters on duty here are
timed over the results of the experl
luents which have been going on i
transporting supplies without the a!
of contractors. There has been con
s. durable expense in transportation I
vimtract. This wor"k has been don
after the public opening of bids, and
(Sterilizvd)
it was found that the service was in
entirely satisfactory. In addition, the
(or
all torts of cooking.
It's pure
I
teamsters entered into a com
milk, evaporated and sterilized
binatlon by which they materially in
creased their prices f,)r hauling, of
keepi indefinitely and is richest
which the government does a good
in butter-fa- t.
deal, between the railroads and the
ouarteruiasters' depot at Fort Myer,
Baked Custard
Virginia, and other places of storage.
litfht.i
miar. I ( n Camtrfn
Cfvaru ilNute-As the quartermaster's depot was well Twoff)rtitM
uh wine anient of trr.
.ir iiit. uucrrj
Set lit kUin .4u ot
KrU autmctf um
tr
supplied with wagons and horses and pMk.
nri ULc In
iu.hleTtr uwl
Imlr bUIr ht4
lurt
1mw
It
uut
imiiM
iIcab.
lutttnl it tinr. Wi It tUl) ta
employed a large number of men, it
aa decided to do away with contract

Carnation
Cream

t
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A Trio

A

POLICE
HER
IMPASSIONED
WORDS AGAINST
INJUSTICES
DEALT THEM MADE HER LEAD-

of Acrobats
50-Mlnu-

tc

Sketch

Babe Lucille
Babe Florence

ER.

Illustrated Songs

Special Correspondence.
Hamburg, Germany, June 16. Eli
zabeth Rolph, a young woman of 25
years, who liaa just been sentenced
t Hamburg to three years Imprison
ment for revolutionary activity, has
an amazing record as a political ania-zon- .

w

-

r

Friday Night, free band concert and trapeze
performance'in front of theater, 7:30 sharp.

fee

ADMISSION,

At the beginning of this year she
was a servant employed in the modest
household of a Hamburg citizen with
a wage of $5 per month.
About that time the population of
Hamburg was greatiy agitated over
a proposal to alter the suffrage laws
in such a way that thousands of elec
tors belonging ta the lower classes
would be disfranchised.
Hamburg is an Independent state
belonging to the federal German empire and has a republican form of
government with a senate and a
house of representatives.
The two
legislatures are almost entirely controlled by the plutocratic classes who
desire to check the overgrowing so
cialist movement
Early in January a meeting of work-- ,
ingmen waa summoned to discuss the
situation and to decide what steps
should be taken. Nearly 5,000 were
present, a workingman was in the
chair and worKingmen
delivered
speeches.
It soon became evident that consld
erable differences of opinion existed
Some favored revolutionary methods,
nut the general trend of feeling in
the meeting was for moderation and
pacific means. There was not a single woman in the hall.
Suddenly a female figure was seen
advancing from the entrance through
the crowd toward the platform. The
attention of the entire audience was
soon drawn to this surprising invasion

,
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and dead silence prevailed while all
eyes were directed toward this bold
woman. She was Elizabeth Rolph,
the
who had sud-- ;
denly adopted a political mission. She
was entirely unknown to the meeting.
Elizabeth Rolph mounted the plat
form, faced the audience and began
an impassioned revolutionary speech. evidence to protect persons and prop-- r
She reproached the workingnien of erty, but Elizabeth Rolph and li fol- Hamburg for submitting tamely to lowers quickly put them to flight,
More mounted iollce came, nut Ell- disfranchisement.
denounced
She
them as cowards ami urged them to;zabeth Rolph placed herself at tihe
strike a blew for liberty. Her elO' head of the mob and fought them
quence and enthusiasm fired them, with indescribable
ferocity. After
wathin a few minutes Elizabeth Rolph these police had been put to flight
could sway these men to her will.
the authorities requisitioned troops,
A committee was appointed 10 or but the domestic servant was ready
ganize open rebellion and Elizabeth for them.
Rolph was elected iprosldent. The
She caused her rebel army to erect
outbreak took place on January 17. barricades and to receive the troops
and proved to bo a most formidable with a terrific volley of iheavy stones
revolt.
and other missiles. Desperate street
Elizabeth Rolph was the soul of the fighting took place for many hours,
whole movement. She led the mob In but authority finally won. Elizabetn
r
an altack on the wealthy quarter of Rolph was wounded and captured.
recovering from :,er wound she
the town where dozens of shops were
entered nd plundered, booty to the was tried and sentenced.
The evivalue of many thousands of dollars dence at the trial showed conclusively that she alone had conceived and
being seized and carried off.
A force of pcJice was speedily in carried out the idea of rebellion.

The Great Carver, Champion Shot

of the World.
Evil Spirit of the Plains, with His Diving Horse

A ON UNIQUE

SALOON PLAN

THE MILLIONAIRES WOULD BUY UP. ALL THE GROGGERIES AND
RUN THEM FOR THE CITY'S BENEFIT
COULD
"BARKEEPS"
BE SUBSIDIZED TO PUSH SOFT INSTEAD OF ALCOHOLIC DRINK

Buy all the saloons at a fair value.
Close 130 and operate only 70.
'
Pay the city the total revenue now derived from the licenses
$180,000 a year.
Give back to the city all profits after operating expenses and 6 per
ti cent on the Investment are deducted.
Place the books of the company under the Inspection of the city.
A A
A A A
A
A At
A
A A
A A AA A
No treating.
Speical Correspondence.
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Los Angeles, Cal., June 16. This
BU'7;
Bartenders given a percentage on
city will In near future vote on a plan
prom
soft drinks, to push the sale of
for regulating saloons which
ises: -

"'

t

'!'
!

Combination. World's Greatest Sensational Show

Don't fail to see Dr. W. F. Carver
marvelous exhibition with shot
gun and nne.
His Five Famous Diving Horses
never disappointing or making a mistake.
The World's Greatest Sensation
the Girl In Red riding the clown horse
Cupid In his
dive.

The Flying Automobile the most
daring and awful feat of frenzied fury
tne world nas ever Known,
The Doctor offers $100 to any lady
who will successfully ride Silver King
In his
dive.
Excursion trains and special round
trip rates over railroad. Don't forgit
the date

1

Soft

40-fo-

No violation of existing laws.
No liquor sold to minors or drunken

men.

WEDNESDAY, JULY 4th

TRACTION PARK (Fair Grounds)
ADMISSION, 50 cents

No women allowed in saloons.

The city to reap the prollts.
This will be inaugurated in Los Angeles If tlie city will authorize a coterie of citizens known as the
to acquire the saloons and
turn them over to a holding company.
They are all men of independent
means, who believe they see in the
plan a rational solution of the saloon
problem.
Charter Aids Test.
Los Angeles has a novel provision In
its city charter for direct legislation
lly this the people may obtain, by di
rect vote, auy ordinance which the
city council refuses to pass, provided
its urgency is backed by a sufficient
number of voters. Only twice has the
method been Ihvoked once upon a
proposition to banish all slaughter
houses from the city and onca to
close all saloons. Poth failed.
Petitions, signed by 15 per cent of
ihe voters at the last general election
form the first step. With the petitions
!s a draft of the proposed legislation.
When euough signatures are secured,
;he petitions go to the city council,
whose duty it is to pass the legislation without amendment, or at once
call a special election. Should the
petitions contain les3 than 15 per cent
and moro than 7 per cent of the voters
the subject Is placed upon the ballot
at the first general election. Los Angeles holds its municipal elections biennially.
The Idea is Swedish.
The main idea of the plan comes
from Gothenburg, Sweden, which has
practiced, with success, this method
of operating saloons for 40 years.
At present Los Angeles has 2m) saloons and over 2ou,ouo Inhabitants.
The district in which the saloons operate is confined to the business center. Each pays a license of $75 per
month to the city.
The men who are bucking this plan
include Wm, Meade, bank president;
Homer Laughlin, who made a fortune
in potteries at East Liverpool, Ohio;
Dr. John R. Haynes, niillinnaire and
socialist; E. L. Doheny, who controls
J. Ross
the oil output of Mexico;
Clark, bother of Senator Clark and
vice president of the Salt Lake rail
road,, and Abbott Kinney, founder of
the famous beach city or enlce.
The scheme is bitterly opposed not
only by the saloonkeepers aud brew
ery Interests, which maintain a power
ful political machine, but also by the
league
prohibitionists, the
and the W. C. T. V,
"Goth-enburger-

40-fo-

s"

Colorado Phone, Blk. 93.

T

Automatic Phone, 292.

BIAMOMD

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO.

REFRIGERATORS
ICE CREAM FREEZERS
CAMPING OUTFITS
Furniture, Crockery, Stoves and Ranges.
Agt. CHARTER OAK Steel Ranges.

BORRADAILE

& CO.,

11

ECO ME

PHOENIX GIRLS CONFESS TO
SOME VERY WILD ESCAPADES
girl,
Mabel Tomlisou, a
was committed to the Arizona terriby the probate
torial reformatory
judge for incorrigibility. There Is an
underlying story that has caused a
scandal in Phoenix.
Recently a girl of the same age was
committed. Sho had been wayward
and the relatives complained. When
tho girl appeared In court she confessed to her sins, but gave a list including about twelve other young girls
and three married women who had
been meeting men at a local natator-iuand holding high carnival. The
sheriff's otllce has been working on
the case and the mother of the Tomll-so- n
girl made complaint against her.
She also confesses to many wild esca- pades and told a storv of having been
v.
.lumpen n a joung Hum -- j
ago recently.
m

ELECTION
IN OROGRANDE.
It. G. Mullen was elected mayor of
Orogrande at the meeting of the trus
tees held the other day. His experl- ence fits him for the position, which
was unanimously tendered to him.
Mayor Mullen will immediately com mence the work of improvement that
MUNICIPAL

-

TEMPERANCE PROMOTERS.
will make the city one of the fairest!
and the busiest In the southwest, as
it will bo the largest and most im- portant in the Sacramento valley. U.
C. Thayer, Jr., was elected clerk to
the board. Prank V. Hench was elected treasurer. Frank Taylor was elected marshal, health officer and street
commissioner. Judge It. R. Wade was
appointed to look after the drafting of
city ordinances and preparing some
franchises that are to bo granted In
tho near future.
. A. Gleason, U. C.
Thayer, Sr., and W. D. Prown, were
appointed a committee on finance,
with 1. .. Gleason as chairman.

Unknown Friends.
There nre many people who have
used
Chamberlain's Colic. Cholera
an,! ni'irriiw... n.Mitolv wit-cnl.mrll,
resu,.s l ia who are unknown hocaua
uu.y 1;avo nesltatej about giving a
fo
testimonial of their experience
publ.i aiion. These piniple, however
aiv n n0 the less friends of this remedy. T,ey have done much toward
malun,; it" a household word by their
personal recommendations to friends
and ln lnhbors.
It is a good medicine
to have In the home and is widely
nun for its cures of diarrhoea an
ai forms of bowel trouble. F r sale
by
all tlrusglsts.
;

in

gow Avenue

Don't Dispute with a Woman,
Especially, if she tells you to order
sack ot
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Make no excuse, (ir you should forget the order), that you could not
find it, for every first-clas-s
grocer
bandies EMPRESS. You will always
find good bread, good biscuits, good
pastry and most important of all.
Kood chevr to greet you when yon
tie home for your dinner. Try 1L
EGRESS FLOUR lathe Empress of
all ethers.

M. BERGER.

Anti-Salo-

IUKTENDEUS

,

Af-U-

CITY OF LOS ANGELES TO VOTE

WHEN

qnd 25 cents

I

in hi

j

4A

AT

NEW

Seventy

Commemorates

BIG DAYS

4

MODERN JOAN OF ARC A

18, 1906.

Wholesale Agent, Albuquerque, N.

M.

The Very Best Remedy for Bowel
Highland Jersey Dairy,
Trouble.
Mr. M. F. ltorrougns, an old and
ought to keep a
ac- well known resident of Pluffton, Ind
GOOD MILK AND CREAM.
says; "I regard Chamberlain's Colic,
had
count,
one now, there would
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy as the
very best remedy for bowel trouble
be a decided change in the condiSPRING CHICKENS FOR SALE.
I make this statement
after having
tions of the community.
used t'he remedy in my family for seV'
Every person who keeps a bank
1500 S. B'way.
eral years. I am never without it." Colo, phone, Jlk. 89.
acccunt raises his standing among
This remedy is almost sure to be
needed Ik fore the summer is over.
his fellows and with the banker.
Why not buy It now, and be prepared
He also helps to make conditions
for such an emergency? For 6ale by
better in his town.
all druggists.
Ninety per cent of the comnier-- I
rial business is done by the means
with Mauger
Avery, Doston
uf paper. Money represents prop.
trty. A check means that there
Office, 321 West Gold Avenue.
is money deposited in the bank to
LUNC8
and CURE
ALBUQUERQUE.
N. M.
tiie credit of the one who writes
the check.
WITH
ELECTRICAL WORK.
The check system, where safety
and convenience are assured, is
much better than handling the
Estimates on all kinds of wiring and
money when there Is risk of error
electrical
cheerfully
Installations
given and work guaranteed. We carry
or a cliance of loss.
0NSUMPTI0N
Prict
In stock a full line of electric and
E0o& 11.00
0UGH8 and
combination fixtures, aud all supplies. !THE BANK 0F COMMERCE
Trial.
OLDS
Fret
Fans lor the hot days, desk and ceilNEW
MEXICO
ing. Call and see us when in dark- ALBUQUERQUE,
Bureat and Uuickeat Cure for all
ness and be
SouthwestTHROAT and LUNO TROUBern Electric and Construction
If you want results in advertising ,,f
LES, or MONEY BACK.
; try
an Evening Citizen want ad.

If every person, who
bank

j

W. E.

MAUGEP

WOOL

KILL the COUCH
tki

t

Dr. King's

Nov

fohC

Discovery

'

JUNE

SATURDAY,

-

18, 1906.

over that of the same period In 1303.
"I believe that los Angeles will
break all records for travelers this
year," said Mr. Byrne. "There Is
every reason to believe It. The one-far- e
round-tri- p
rate between Chlcapo
and California, which will be In force
every day between June 1 and September 1. Is swelling the crowds. The
railway companies are niakins pecial
rates, and in other ways are booming
California business. Their interest
may be a selfish one, to a certain extent, but nevertheless it Is beneficial
to this section."

COLD STORAGE
Is a luxury every one cannot afford, but with a
REFRIGERATOR
Yon have It in

BALDWIN

YOUR OWN

HOME

At ft very ma cost,
And the convenience for

CONFERENCE

J. D. EMMONS, the FURNITURE MAN
ROTH PHONES.
AVENUE AND SOUTH SECOND

STREET
BBKBTiW

Ftffi

THiS CHANCE

TO

QUES-

Auu

M

terday, from Las Vegas, conferring
with Governor Hagerman regarding
the specitl tax on cattle which Is assessed aunuall" fur the maintenance
of the board and the enforcing of the
laws governing cattle raising in New
H Mexico.
A meeting was held at noon
In the governor's office in the Capitol
H building, at which the question was
discussed. Last, year the tax amountM
ed to abut 212 mills on the dollar, but
appears to be the feeling tbis year
M it
that the amount can be lowered
slightly. This tax is levied upon all
range cattle in the territory.

ft

SE-CU-

BARGAINS IN

f7I V&i) ) 7
J S(Is

BOARD

a, president .and W.
C. Barnes, m'crctnry, of the Cuttle
Santiary bord, were in Santa Fe, yesCol. E. O.

SADDLES

CITIZEN.

I

CLOSED FOR SEASON

robes

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
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Albuquerque Carriage Co
CORNER

FIRST STREET AND TIJERAS AVENUE.

Foundry and

Machine Works

R. P. MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftlar.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron rroaU toe
Buildings.
Repair on' Mining and Mill Machinery a Mpoelelty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albsqserase, M. M--

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
Gfntral Betiding Supplies

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and MarquetU

xxiiieiexeieioiJ
STEAM

CARPET

Bain and Old
Hickory Wagons

CLEANING

THORNTON Tho Claancr

A

Moving, packFurniture Man.
ing and shipping, unpacking and
setting up, and la no upstart at
the business. There Is no other

f U, I iiW 'i.t

i ,! ,'

inn)

Spring Wagons
Buggies and
Carr ages
Harness and
Saddles

1

Just Thornton. Both "Phones.
737 South Walter Street

If quality
and iprlce 1

yo
what
want, we

Thos. F. Keleher

Uk
that youglr
us a on&noa

PAINTS,

OILS, VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather,
Harness,
Saddles, Lap
Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, etc. Pal
metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Ca6'n paid for Hides and
Pelts.
408 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE

to figure witU
you.

J.

KORBER

THIRD STREET

All Kinds of Fresh and Salt

Steam Sausage Factory,

&

Wholesale and Retail, Albuquerque

CO.,

WE FILL

Meat Market

PRESCRIPTIONS

Meats.

RUPPE

B..

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

EMIL KLEINWORT.
Masonic Building, North Third Street.

COOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX3a

A. D. JOHNSON

THE CELEBRATED

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

Ti

Bottled in Bond.

'wi.??a,lL

STEWART'S STEEL LAWN FENCE.
Cor.

Lead

Avenue and First

Street

L. H. SHOEMAKER
General Repair Shop.
Furniture packed and crated; gaso

N. M.
199.

line and gas stoves repaired.
Next to Walton's drug store. South.
Third street.

PIONEER BAKERY

Ranches

MOVING

Sole Agents.
Automatic Phone,

J
5

BALLING, Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)

CAKES A SPECIALTY,
We desire patronage and we guar

RENTALS

and

Farms

...

oooooooco

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTAT
LOANS.

Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.

T A.
to

IIP

Lucero
daTe

signs

208 WEST SILVER AVE.

A. E. WALKER,

rms

STRONG BLOCK.

WEDDING

Mjer,

Correspondence Solicited.
123 S. Third gt.,
ALBUQUERQUE .
ii. at.

0. W. Strong's Sons

SIMON

207

SPECIALTY

MELINI & EAKIN
Albuquerque,

j

A

PUMPS, TANKS
AND WINDMILLS

Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KY.

UZ'?,

PLANTS

&

Real Estate
AND

IRRIGATING

.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

Wootton

General Contractor
HOUSE

n.

REFOKM BIFOCUES

OF

Albuquerque

GOOD
TABLE BOARD, $4 A
WEEK, AT ELITE CAFE, 120 WEST
SILVER AVENUE, CLOSE TO

-

'

7

ELITE CAFE

uriv.

"

WITH EVERY VEHt-- j
CLE WE SELL,
SXYJ
Any part failing by
moans of defect)
material or workman-ship will be made good
without expense totb
owner, Irrespective Oti
time of servlca. TMi
you
as
protects
to quality, a to prices, you can't beat ours on th
ruily
same giado of goods.
Our repair shop is in the hands of skilled men and Is equipped with
all necessary appliances for doing the highest grade of repairing, upholstering, trimming and painting. King up, write or call.

LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE QITY
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

rai

i

Guarantee

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

INDIAN SCHOOL HAS

i

BRIDLES

Y

This Strong:

BJUMaMMftllAilHUU1

The man who three times refused Supervisor Dixon Preparing
a
senatorsain from Delaware because
LAP
he would have been compelled to go . Inventory for the New
J
as a colleague of Addick6 had decided,
AND ETC.
Superintendent.
since Addicks' surrender, to take the
job. Possibly he feels he will not be
a colleague of Addicks.
We are offering aome very a pecial prices on this line of goods
"Some doctors are claiming sand Is INTERESTING LOCAL SCHOOL NOTES
aud It will certainly pay you to get out prices before you buy.
a cure for dyspepsia, and are giving
Some remarkaM it to their patients.
CO.
Citizen Bureau, Indian School, June
ble cures have been reported.'
"Shouldn't be surprised If there was 16. Supervisor Dixon who has charge!
something in It. At. any rate I'm go of the school, pending the arrival of
ing to try it. Walter, bring me some a new superintendent, 'has spent the
been revived. The Texas Midland spinach."
week visiting the day schools in the
0Ot00OeXeXX50OeX500 lias
various pueblos. He has been taking
connects with the 'Frisco at Paris,
an inventory of the government propTex., and runs to linnls, and to a con ACCI DENTALLY SHOT
IN LEFT ANKLE. erty at the schools, preparatory
nection with the Trinity and Brazos
to
1 lie other afternoon about 5 o'clock, closing up the accounts of tiiu lave
valley at Hubbard City, a distance of
while riding cn horseback along the superintendent.
about fifty miles.
He will arrive in the
is also said that B. F. Yoakum road in the vicinity of the piant ot city this evening on No. 8.
It
1
xni chairman of the Rock Island and me Arizona Sandstone Brick com Stack & Co. are busy painting the
5
Mi 'Frisco boards, will make formal an- rany, about two miles from Prescott, hospital and school building, and are
nouncement in a few days that the Philip Beach was suddenly thrown to greatly improving the appearance of
kQAOAOal
St. Iouls, Brownsville & Mexico has the ground by a sudden lurch of the the same.
animal, which shied, and a
The new ndate 'blackboard has arHarvey Moore, chief ckrk to Agent become a part of the enlarged
pistol which he carried In his pocket, rived and will e put in iplace in July.
E.
Purdy, leaves tomorrow morning
T.
was discharged, the bullet entering This will greatly add ta the conlor Kansas, where he will enjoy a two Former President at San Bernardino. tne ankle of nis left
foot. The wound- venience of the school rooms.
weeka' vacation with friends.
Among the visitors at the division ed boy arose, and securing the aniTho new picket fence along the
and general offices of the
Fe in mal, remounted,
and immediately front of tho school grounds greatly
Conductor J. E. Tingley, of tho Al- San Bernardino, Thursday, Santa
Willwere
to
rode
Prescott,
Improve
where ho met his
the appearance of tho same.
buquerque- Wlnslow division, has been, iam B. Strong, for many years presion the street returning home
father
School
closed yesterday, and teachgranted a sixty-da- y
layoff, and will dent of the Santa Fe system, during from the Prescott Engineering works. ers and pupils
are happy, because
exleave within a few days on-a- n
its development period, and C. W. Medical attention was at once sum- they were getting lred of school work
tended trip to Canada.
Smith, formerly vice president of the moned and the wound dressed.
these hot days. The industrial work
will continue for two weeks longer.
Special Officer Curtwrlght this week system during the same period. Both
NOTICE
FOR
men
now
PUBLICATION.
In
reside
Pasadena,
have
and
The past year has marked a great
slipped upon a man breaking Into a
many improvements in the school
bonded car at Las Cruces. The of- been spending a few days at the Ar(Homestead Entry No. 5956.)
They
hotel.
rowhead
were
on
their Department of the Interior, Land Of- and the work In the school rooms has
fender was Jesus Apodaca, and in his
Former President Strong
been thorough, ami the pupils have
capture the secret service department waya home.
fice
warm
is
T.
friend
of
Fred
Perris. 190G. at Santa Fe, N. M., May 12, made very satisfactory progress.
of the Santa Fe believe that they have who was
engineer
chief
of the south
work bas been done In all dea very troublesome character.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol Good
ern California division of the road un- partments, from Khe kindergarten to
"as
spent
der
somei
old
regime,
the
and
V"
n'eano: the advanced grade. Most of the puJ. M. Shillinford, the man in the
"utwion xo maKe nnai
tower on Railroad avenue, who drops time viBltlntr with him at San n.r.r1'10.1"
proof In support of his claim, and pils will return for next year, but
nardrao.
will go to- more advanced
the crossing bars on your head when
that said proof will be made before some
you are not looking, has been given a
schools and others will remain at
the probate
clerk
nw
Albuquerque,
at
JUDGMENT
RAILRO
FOR
AD
home to help their parents eara a
layoff, and will leave this evening for
New Mexico, on July 5, 1906, viz.:
PflHAfQMfJ
Oklahoma City, ,where
he will be the
JoTin M. Gunn, of Laguna, Valencia livelihood for the household.
.
RIggles,
in tne
a(lmlnlstrator
the
of Madison county, N. M., for tho north half of The
selling such goods as the
ter, taSne ly orchis Sty
RIggles, against the Prescott & East- - the northeast quarter of section 26, genuinefirmChlckering,
Everett, Kim7 north, range 6 west.
It has partly been decided that the ern Railroad company, which was the township
names the following witnesses ball pianos and ethers, need not boast
local baggage room must be made'nrst t0 corae before the district court to Heprove
their square dealings; their goods
continuous residence of
larger to accommodate the necessities at Prescott, Attorney Charles . W. upon and his
speak for themselves. The most secultivation of said land, lect
of the travel in and out of the local Hern(In. wh represented the defend-statioand latest line of Edison and
viz.:
The plans are to extend the ant railroad company, in connection
Victor talking machines and records
present room south to the wall of wun lnB local rairoad counsel, filed a Kenneth C. C. Gunn, E. B. Millett, In the southwest. Open evenings.
4aL
the gentlemen's waiting room. These! P'ea r abatement, alleging that the
THE WHITSON MUSIC CO.
Plans will probably be put into effect company was not responsible for the
tuATPnn
""""VlVr
,
mjiiiitrs
rtfMiiiLefi
uicii
in
ino
nenin
" Register.
in time to accommodate the travel of,
COAL IS DOWN.
of the deceased. The plea was argued
the coming fall.
Commencing
and submitted to the court, who rend- witn June 15. coal will
An Alarming Situation
A pandemonium of whistle shrieks ered judgment for the railroad corn-la- st
be sold at the Clarkville yards until
Frequently
resultg
evening announced a fire that pany on questions of law, it being el
further notice, at $3.50 per ton.
V"Z
threatened for a while to eat up all shown that the Prescott & Eastern constipation Decomes chronicr This
the cars in sight in the south end of Railroad company was not operating condition is unknown to those
who
Cures baby's croup, Willie's dally
the local yards, and the car shops as its line at. the time of the accidental use Dr. King's
Life Pills, the cuts and bruises, mama's sore throat,
well. After struggling for a half hour death of Madison RIggles, nor at any best and gentlestNew
regulators
Stomof
grandma's
lameness Dr. Thomas'
with the flames, the shops department time since.
ach and Bowels. Guaranteed by all Electric Oil, the great household
Madison Riggles, the deceased, was, druggists.
decided that it needed help. The city
25c.
Price
remedy.
department soon put a damper on the at the time of his death, which occur-fir- e.
.
red March 31, 1905. at Chaparral sld- ln.K. in the employ of the railroad com- A few days ago, The Evening Citi- - pany, in the capacity of
brakeman
zeu stated exclusively that the Santa
-Fe had raised the wages of iu Mex-- 1 TRAFFIC TO COAST
lean lalorers 25 cents per day. The
SHOWS AN INCREASE.
Times-Inde- x
San Bernardino
says:
"The Santa Fe has raised the wages of Passenger Traffic Manager Byrne Says
Travel Is Booming.
all the Mexican laborers 25 cents per
COM
day. A great many are being sent
Paccann-oi
atrnnts
ti
:
TWO SIGHTS ON A SOLID
!
LENS. NOTHING TO DKLAK
.u i. .ui,u
fldently pred
summer,
"a MI
traffic would
nnv nre- - APART OK INTERFERE
-vious season. The facts seem to be' WITH THE
T
SIGHT.
Santa Fe
S. E. Busser, superintendent of read bearing out the assertion.
A.NUFAC TUE ED BY THE
now in . the hands of General
ing rooms on the Santa Fe, is in the records
.
a
T
1 aBBenger Agent iiyrne, snow
EBBER
OPTICAL CO.
nvpr
o
lnnVini?
crrm.n,!
h
that the
rhv
UQUERCUE
view to building a reading room build- - Passenger business on that line for
N.MKX.
ing for local employes. The Santa Fe May snow n increase of IS per cent
has found its reading room service to
be such a good Investment that new
buildings are being built all along the
snsssar- vrm,zm
the line at a large expenditure of
atsrrr
r?$sr
money. A new $5,000 building will
be opened at Needles within six
weeks, a 30,OU0 building Is in course
fcitS
tm
of construction at La Junta, and a
$20,000 building Is being put up at
Shawnee, O. T., all to lie used exclusively for reading room purposes.

?l
ffok

PAGE SEVEM.

Albuquerque, N. M., June 5, 1906.
Manager Taclflc Mutual Life Insurance Company, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Dear Sir: I wish to thank you very kindly for the
check for $98.67, which I have today received from your
company In full payment for my accident claim. My
only regret is that I did not apply for a $2,000 policy
which would have given mo $10 per week for the last
twenty weeks Instead of the $5 per week which I am receiving under the $1,000 policy. I can certainly recommend your company, to all working people especially, as
my experience fully demonstrates the value of your combination policy. For almost five months now I have been
unable to do an work whatever and having a wife and
four children to support this accident claim has been a
source of great comfort to me during my sickness and
enforced Idleness.
Again thanking yon, I beg to remain.
Very truly yours,
JOB SCHMITT.
P. S. Mr. Scbmitt was severely scalded by the bursting of nn immense vat In the local brewery some five
months ago. He carried a $1,000 policy which cost him
but $29.20 per year and provides $1,000 In case of death
and $5 a week lit case cf sickness or an accident and
should he live twenty years about the entire amount paid
in will be returned to him.
F. B. SCHWENTKER.

CATTLE TAX

MEMBERS
OF SANITARY
AT SANTA FE DISCUSS
TION WITH GOVERNOR.

see the Baldwin Dry Air Circulator.

EVEN1XO

Mr. F. B. Schwentker,

ON

SPECIAL

ONE SUMMER
Is worth the iprice. Call and ask to

CORNER COAL

ALBUQUERQUE

INSURANCE.

it
AntflA" fit-fStfmo
. .J o katrt.v
...ov
VO.IWU6

UNDERTAKERS

South First Street, Albuquerque,

Secretary Mutual Building Aaaoete-tlon- .
Office at 217 West KaUroM

avenue.
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Jarber. general foreman at the Santa
Vs Olinda field, California, have
from the oil fields In the
of Galveston, Tex., where they
.ave been on an inspection trip, and
3 superintend the Installing of more
lodern machinery than has been In
se In the past. The Galveston field
being extensively developed for oil
r use on the locomotives on Gulf

N. Second

1

Groceries,

St. Both Phones.

7-

DRA60IE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Cigars and Tobacco,

All Kinds of Fresh Meat.

300 North Broadway,

Mi

corner ot Wash-

ington avenue, Albuquerque, N.
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ot The Atchison, Topeka

Cut-o- ff
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Santa Fe Railway

The Belcn Town aod Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite

,n

OI 1.000 bMlness

and residence lots, size 25x142 feet, laid out with broad

HO0O; churches, Commercial club; a population of
iciiiirantj, stc. Belen Is tbe largest shipping point for
LL TA8T

Tit

(U

!a

80 and
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old ahade trees; publls school hoass. cost-rt- f
1,500 Inhabitants; largest mercantile establishments In New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity. 150
barrels dally; large winery; tar a hottls,
wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad city In the near
future cannot
estimated.

crered are
noc--

70-fo-

LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE W.LL

GO OVER

In the center of the city, well graded, (many 0t them Improved by cultivation); no taod or gravel.
yard, drug store, bsroeei ibop, etc , etc. Alto a Srst-clasmodern hotel.
g

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH
We need a

first-cln-

s

TO BELEN. EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND tOUTH.

bakery, tailor ibop, shoe housejeweler. plumbing shot. Haatrs

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

?1

ISLAND-'FRISC-

interests are negotiating
for the purchase of the Texas Midland railroad from Mrs. 1'ettle Greeu

r.

MONUMENTS
201-21-

NORTH THIRD STREET.

a'ajr mgy raaay
r-.r-.-

M.
and

Belen is 81 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system leading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

ew Yardmaster at San Bernardino.
W. C. McCormiek has arrived at

MAY
ABSORB THE TEXAS MIDLAND.
A special dispatch from Austin, Tex.,
ay: "The report that the Rock

''zf

ainmv

Located on the Belcn

its.

K

xra

Superintendents
Falrrlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

The Futtife Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

Return from Texas Fields.

F. C. Klpley, assistant manager of
anta Fe oil properties, and Martin

Bernardino, to assume the posi-- n
of night yardmaster at the Santa
who
, to succeed George G. Noble,
i resigned the position to enter the
McCormlck Is an old
In service.
ita Fe man. but fur some time has
n engaged In
railroad work in
ith America.
Ir. Noble has been in charge of the
U switching force for something
e than a year, at Pan Bernardino,
Is well liked both by his employ-an- d
the employes under him. He
the place to enter the train ser-a- s
it offers more advantages.

"iitunjr

TOTI A GRADI
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
urain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars, place your orders for
this line with us.

JOHN BECKER,

mUL

DEEDS.

Town
The
Belen
Improvement
Garnmani
and
President!;
WM.

M. BERGER, Secretary

'sland-'Frlsc- o

"msiUJLar

HLjuJa

ULidU

h
JfJ.
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ALBUQUERQUE

PACE EICHT.

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Partly cloudy tonight and Sunday.

Stylish SUMMER Shoes
A Fine Appearance is the opening wedge
that forces recognition and wins a , good start
THIS 13 THE KIND OP APPEARANCE WE HAVE CREATED
FOR OUR SHOES. OUR SHOES SELL ON THEIR SHAPE, AND
TRAVEL ON THEIR MERIT. IN THE LATTER INSTANCE,
THEY GO A IX)NO WAY.
WE WANT YOU TO EXAMINE OUR LINE. A LOOK WILL
SHOW THAT OUR DESCRIPTION IS TRUE, AND TirEN THE
CHANCES ARE IN OUR FAVOR OF GAINING ANOTHER

MEN'S LOW SHOES
wHOES
WOMEN'S LOW SHOES
WOMEN'S HIGH SHOES

$1.65 to $4.00
$1.85 to $4.00
$1.50 to $3.50
$1.50 to $400

CHILDREN'S LOW SHOES
CHILDREN'S HIGH SHOES

$ .90 to $2.25
$1.00 to $2.50

MEN'S

HIGH

CHBMRBRnBJBBm'wBCQBSnCB

SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
WTien purchased at r. F. Trotter's
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This Is because ve always procure the best manufactured.
We And out first what brands are re
liable and personally guarantee them.

F. F. TROTTER
No.

118 and 120 South Second

GEO. W. HICKOX.

street

T. Y. MAYNARD

The Hickox - Maynard Co,
Fine new line Pickard's Hand
Painted China just arrived.
We invite your inspection.
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
THE ARCH FRONT.

SOUTH 8ECOND STREET.

Tasty Fountain Beverages
We always knew we made good soda water. We had
a pretty good opinion of our Ice cream too. But when
we see the continued increase in the amount of
these good things we Bell, we are Inclined to think
that other folks think them good also. Do you? Try
it, you'll see.

Harnett Building

J. H. ORIELLY CO, Druggists

LUMBER,

-

CEMENT,

SASH,

-

Doors, Glass, Paint and

REX FLINTKOTE ROOFING
MAIL. ORDERS PROMPTLY

FILLED

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
First and Marquette,

nunriTrnm

hum
J I U1 1 1
1

1

-

Albuquerque, N. M.
E

Palace

Diamond
RAILROAD

AVE.

Diamonds, Watohes, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

We invite

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

OF TRAINS.

ARRIVAL

At 4 o'clock this afternoon all In
coming yanta Fe passeni?er trains
were reported on time.

Mrs. Frank Strong is expected home

tomorrow morning from California.
Dr. T. M. ivllchaels, surgeon for the
Bl Paso & Northeastern railway at
Torrance, la transacting business In
the city.
P. E. Glraldl. representing the Am
erican Tobacco company, has returned
to the city from a business trip to
Colorado.
Dr. J. P. Kaster, chief surgeon for
the Santa Fe. with headquarters at
Topeka, is in the city on professional
business.
Mrs. Thos. Walsh left last evening
for Kansas City, where she will visit
her sons, W. J. and T. F. Walsh, for
a month or six weeks.
Mrs. W. R. Fisher of San Marclal
passed through the city this morning
en route to Raton, where she will be
the guest of Mrs. O. P. Coleman.
Harry W. Kelly arrived in the city
last night from a two weeks' business
trip to Torrance county. Mr. Kelly
says that the Estancia valley Is badly
In need of rain.
Sheriff Perfecto Armljo went to
Santa Fe this morning to meet Miss
Otero, daughter of Alfredo Otero of
this city, who Is returning from school
at Cincinnati.
License to marry was granted to
day to 8. T. Jmhnson and Jane Mal
colm, both of Albuquerque. The mar
riage was performed this afternoon by
Police Judge A. J. Crawford.
Rev. Ernest E. Crawford, pastor of
the Christian church has moved his
residence from 201 North Edith street
to 311 South Arno street, where he
can be found In the future.
W. R. Brown, general freight and
passenger agent for the Santa Fe In
the district of the southwest, Is In the
city from El Paso, having arrived on
the early morning train.
William Baxter and family returned
last night from the Jemez springs,
where they were guests of the Stone
hotel for a week. Air. ana Mrs. uax- ter are spending today at Santa Fe,
A regular meeting of John A. .Lo
gan Circle, No. 1, Ladies of the O. A,
R., will le held in Odd Fellows' hall
tonight at 7 o'clock. By order of the
president. Etta B. Allison, secretary.
Wm. Morris, the Railroad avenue
jeweler and watch repairer, has re
turned from a one month's stay in
southern California, where ho had a
fine vacation.
Attorney A. B. McMillen left last
night for Ann Arbor, Mich., where he
will attend an annual reunion of his
law class. Mr. McMillen graduated
from the University of Michigan in
the year 1886.
Mrs. Samuel Schutz expects to re
turn to her home at El Paso tonight,
accompanied by her daughter, Mrs.
James Grunsfeld and son. Mrs. Schutz
has been the guest of Albuquerque
'
friends for several weeks.
The Roswell Record says: The Al
buquerque Shrlners got In a dray
Wednesday morning to visit tho Chls- uni hog rancn.and as they were driven down the street, a small boy yell
ed, "Hully gee,
that Albuquerque
base ball team's in town again."
Miss Juanlta Galnsley, In company
with Miss Haines, attended the Rip
Van Winkle performance at the tent
last night, and on returning home dls
covered that she had dropped her
young
gold
two
watch.
The
ladles, with Mr. Galnsley, then returned to the tent, and fortunately found
the watch partly burled in sand.
There will be opening services in
the new Presbyterian church tomor
row morning at the usual church'
hours, followed by communion at
o'clock in the afternoon, and regular
services at night. An elaborate mu
sical program has been arranged for
this special occasion. Everybody is
welcome to any or all of these serv
ices.

Judge B. S. Rodey and son, Pearce,
have arrived In Porto Rico, and the
Judge is busily engaged these days
getting acquainted with tne people,
Pearce went along as his private sec
retary. It is understood here that
Judge Rodey will secure a leave of
absence shortly, so as to be here to
stump the territory in favor of Joint
statehood.
The members of Company G, Na
ttonal Guard, are drilling regularly
nowadays, in preparation for the en
campment at Austin, Texas, and rifle
practice Is Indulged in every Sunday
as those who qualify will be entitled
to take part in the competitive rifle
shootliiir contests to be held at Las
Vegas later on to select a team for
Seagrlt. Captain Ruppo is desirious
of enlisting a few more men for his
company, men who are positive they
can ttend the Autftin encampment
Preference will be given those having

BOYS WASH SUITS

EVENING

CITIZEN.

been members of the National Guard
before, and to those having previous
experience In drilling.
With tho prospects for a beautiful
and warm day tomorrow the usual
number of recreation seekers are pre
paring to make the Journey to Bear
Canyon Sunday. This resort in the
mountains is Albuquerque's chief rec
ami
reation ground for plcnlkers
parties seeking a cool spot, and It is
to be regretted that the roads from
here to the canyon are not in better
shape. As it is there Is Rt'lilom a
Sunday that more or less of the pil
grims do not meet with some mishap
to their vehicles. The county commissioners, as stated In previous, Issues, should take cognizance of the
evidently poor condition tho canyon
road is In and fix tt up so that a trip
to the canyon would be what it should
be a thoroughly enjoyable
trip In
every respect.
Tennis Oxfords, with rubber soles
uppers, either black or
white, for men, women and children,
50c, 60c, fine and 75c, at. C. May's
shoe store, 314 West Railroad avenue.

'and canvas

Don't forget the Sunday dinner at
the Columbus hotel. Roast lamb and
cherry pie.
o

Ladle always welcome, day or
evenings, at the West bowling alleys.
Roast lamb and cherry pie at the
Columbus for Sunday dinner.
TAKIN- GYOURS FOR THE
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL
EPHANT.

up-to-da-

Boys' Russian or Sailor Blouse Suits, 3 to
8 years; brown linen

SI. 75

ASK
1 19
Went Gold

-2

TO

on

We desire to call further
tention to our complete ln

Dr. Williams has practiced his profession In Las Vegas for the past
,

seventeen years.

R.R.

TICKETS
AND

SOUGHT.

outing sun

SOLO

EXCHANGED

FOR HOT SUMMER

Attoolatlon Offlet
Translations
Cuarmntitd

ROSENFIELD'S,

1

1

DA.0

A man may be comfortable
and look disreputable 'by carelessness In his dress or he may
be comfortable and look at his
best. An outing suit produces
the latter effect. Thin, fine materials, perfect-fittin- g
garments.
Blue Serges are "the thing"
now.
Equally popular are the
light colored fancy Worsteds,
Homespuns and Wool Crashes.
Economical, desirable and correct.

8 W, R. R. Ave,

WM. CHAPLIN'S
SHOE STORE

'bBRneSiioes
No. 121 West Railroad Avenue.

London Club

Prices Range from $6.50 to $20

No. 424 North Second St.

SIMON
STERN
Ujq Railroad Avenue Clothier

LIVERY COMPANY

Elbow

Service and

The Store for

CLOTHES SATISFACTION

Dine out these hot days on Sunday
at the Columbus hotel. Dinner 25
cents.
o

o

.

910 to $20

COAL IS DOWN.

Commencing with June

15,

See Windows

When we guarantee Schwab Clothes to give satisfaction we ielterate, the guarantee given to us by
the makers. Should anything prove unsatisfactory
we ask you to lot us know and we shall make it
right.
We are fallible; discrepancies creep past
the best of us. Schwab Clothes are known as honest clothes they are honestly made and trimmed,
The
and will stand a remarkable amount of wear.
fair minded man will find they meet his highest expectations.
Wo have a good showing of Summer
Styles.
Come in and look them over.
Prices
range from

The "Affidavits" are open for a
team on
challenge from any
earth, at the West Bowling alleys.
TONIGHTl TONIGHT! TONIGHTI
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
ELEPHANT.
Going to the mountains Sunday? We
will loan you a folding pocket kodak.
Houston, 205 West Railroad avenue.

SEE BIG WINDOW

O

DISPLAY.

coal will

le sold at the Clarkvillo yards until
$5.50 per ton.
J. S. BEAVEN, Manager.

further notice, at

o
Elbow Length Silk
per pair. '
$2
and
LION STORE.

Just Received

Gloves,

$1

The picnic basket for sale at the
Mcintosh Hardware company's store
are Indispensable for outing parties.
WANTED.
For Zoological Parks.
Live antelope, beaver, otter, wild
turkeys, blue loco, and mountain top
knot partridges, fox and black squir
rels, blue cranes, wild swans, geee
and ducks; and all sorts of wild animals and birds. Write and tell me
what you can get. Dr. Cecil French,
Naturalist, AVashlngton, D. C.
Roast lamb and cherry pie on Sunday's menu at the Columbus hotel.
See the picnic baskets in the Mcintosh Hardware company's display
window.
TONIGHTI TONIGHT! TONIGHT!
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
ELEPHANT.
SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
Window screens, 7 cents per foot.
A home made door, with trimmings,
tor $1.25.
We are making window screens all
mortised together, and as strong as
a door, for 7 cents a square foot. A
screen door,
or
that
will outlast any door shipped in here
cast,
together
trimfrom the
with
mings, for $1.25.
We make the regular shop made
screen doors that have always cost,
heretofore, $2.00 to $2.25, for $1.50.
8UPERIOR LUMBER AND
PLANING MILL CO.
Get your team together, boys

and

come down and beat the "Affidavits"

at the West bowling alley.
o

The picnic baskets for sale at the
Mcintosh Hardware company's store
are indispensable for outing parties.
PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS.
Remember, Eureka la the only lime
sold here that will not pop, crack or
blister In the wall. See that it is
specified in your contract.
HAHN & CO.

Whitcomb Springs DellgTitful summer resort, Is now open to the public. Good rooms, good meals, everything clean and nice. Bring your
families and come out and see us.
Mr. and Mrs. Thompson.
o

See the picnic baskets in

tosh

company's

Hardware

the

Mcin-

display

Whitney Company
a
Alaska Refrigerators,
i
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools

Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons, Mead Hay Presses.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.

tt 3, tt5, til

40 J, 403 North First Street

Sooth First Street

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
S. T. VANN, 0.

D,

FIRST

established

optician

in

new mexico.

Eye Sight
Specialist

PRESIDENT OF

Glasses fitted for relief of poor
nervous
vision, headache
and
Appointments
strain.
made at
Vann's drug store.

NEW

MEXICO

OPTICAL BOARD.

MclMTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY
Successors to E. J. POST

& COMPANY

Sole Agents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS

FRESH CUT FLOWERS.

sSBMMsBS

Adams & Dilgard

JlMM.

BE SHOWN

E. L WASHBURN CO. Hi 22

See Display

f

1IT
'

I

OurWindow

S3.50

Comportment

.

U

oocoocoocoooc

Funeral Directors
Embalming
Cor. Fifth

r.

Friday and Saturday Nights till
Rnllroad
over Mandell's
avenue, between First and Second
streets. Hours from 8 to 12 a. m., 1:30
to 6 p. m. Auto 'phone 203.
Office

ocooooocooaccoo

$1.50

1-

STORE OPEN TH1

IVES, THE FLORIST.

Boys' Russian Blouse Suits, 3 to 5 years;
:
fancy colors; only

Nobby white mercerized Russian or Sailor
to 8 years; $3.25 and
Blouse, 2

JUNE

The Golden Rule Clothing Store
Style,
Saving

'

te

Dr.B. M.Williams
DENTIST.

SANITARY BOARDING
STABLE
Length Silk
F. T. SCHMIDT, Prop.
Gloves, $1 and $2 per pair.
LION STORE.
Colo, phone, Blk. 35.
Evangelists H. A. Ironside and I.
Stewart, of Oakland and Palo Alto,
Cal., will be here for a week, under
the auspices of the North Fourth
Street Gospel Mission. They will
give open air gospel addresses on the
corner of Second street and Railroad
avenue, during the week, and on Sun
day morning, Mr. Ironside will give a
Chinese chalk talk at the Sunday
schxl at 10 o'clock, In the chapel, on
Fourth street, nortih of Mountain road.
The evangelists will also give gos
Sea Windows
pel addresses at the same place Sun
day evening at 7:30 o'clock. All cordially invited.

JUt Received

window.

All the newest novelties in
Wash Suits for Boys.

SATURDAY,

Is

Our Specially

Street and Railroad

A-.-

215 West Railroad Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

H

